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In international development discourse and political science literature, there appears to be 
consensus that democratic governance contributes to gender equality. As a result, democracy and 
women’s rights are often articulated as complementary development objectives. However, 
empirical studies grounded in feminist international relations scholarship argue that liberal 
democratic governance is not a necessary nor a sufficient condition for creating gender equality. 
This thesis asks what can explain this discord between democracy’s promise and its gendered 
reality. In response to this ambitious research question, I argue that the even though women do 
indeed benefit from the civil and political rights associated with the democratic governance, they 
do so at a slower rate than men. Therefore, I hypothesize that democratic governance alone does 
not alleviate underlying patriarchal social norms. 
This thesis assesses the political, economic, and social components of gender equality in 
three Latin American countries with different relationships to liberal democracy. The 
comparative analysis of Costa Rica, an established democracy, Chile, a recently formed 
democracy, and Cuba, an established authoritarian regime, indicates preliminary support for the 
argument that democracy unequally advantages men. The findings of this thesis imply that there 
is an intervening variable, which transcends regime types and impacts gender equality. As such, 
this thesis emphasizes the need for scholars and policy analysts to continue to research the 





I. A. Overview 
In 2017, the Pew Research Center published a dataset that demonstrated strong global 
support for democratic governance.1 This commitment to democracy implies a widespread belief 
in democratic values, including the liberal principles of justice, equality, and human rights. For 
over half a century, there has been a corresponding push for democratization across the globe. 
Conventional wisdom and mainstream political theories pertaining to liberal democratic regimes 
suggest that democratization produces liberal outcomes, especially by reducing systemic human 
rights violations and promoting equality in principle and practice.2 The international 
development discourse represents the same sentiment given its promotion of liberal democracy 
and women’s rights as complimentary development objectives.3 Despite the widespread support 
and promotion of democracy, women and girls continue to experience gender-based inequality, 
violence, and discrimination. Contrary to our conventional political theories, these inequalities 
exist even under the world’s oldest and most established democracies.  
What can explain this discord between democracy’s promise and its gendered reality? If 
it is true that democracy categorically benefits the marginalized, to what extent does gender 
inequality persist in democratic regimes? How can one best characterize the relationship between 
                                               
1 Richard Wike et al., “Globally, Broad Support for Representative and Direct Democracy” (Pew Research Center, 
2017).  
2 See Bruce Bueno de Mesquita et al., “Thinking inside the Box: A Closer Look at Democracy and Human Rights,” 
International Studies Quarterly 49, no. 3 (2005): 440; Christian Davenport, “State Repression and the Tyrannical 
Peace,” Journal of Peace Research 44, no. 4 (July 2007): 488, https://doi.org/10.1177/0022343307078940; 
Christian Davenport and David Armstrong, “Democracy and the Violation of Human Rights: A Statistical Analysis 
from 1976 to 1996,” American Journal of Political Science 48, no. 3 (July 2004): 538; Neil A. Englehart, “State 
Capacity, State Failure, and Human Rights,” Journal of Peace Research 46, no. 2 (March 1, 2009): 169, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0022343308100713; Peter Haschke, Human Rights in Democracies (Abingdon, Oxon; New 
York, NY: Routledge, an imprint of the Taylor & Francis Group, 2018), 2. 
3 See United Nations Development Program Sustainable Development Goals; USAID Democracy, Human Rights 




regime type and gender-based inequality? What best explains the persistence of gender-based 
inequality across regime types?  Throughout this thesis I argue that the existence of liberal 
democracy does not inherently yield positive outcomes for women. Though women do indeed 
benefit from the civil and political rights associated with the democratic governance, they do so 
at a slower rate than men under the same regime. Instead, I hypothesize that there are underlying 
factors transcending borders, regime types, and governments that contribute to the persistence of 
gender inequality, especially patriarchal social and cultural norms.  
In the introductory sections that follow, I outline the prevailing puzzles and theoretical 
framework related to democratic regimes and gender. I then detail the methodology and 
approach for this study. Next, I define the significance of this project and its implication for both 
political science scholarship and feminist IR literature. Finally, I provide an overview for the 
chapters that follow.  
 
I. B. Puzzles and Theoretical Framework 
This project addresses the marked disagreement between theories of liberal democracy 
and the reality of women’s issues in varying regime types. Contemporarily, the discourse of 
international development organizations explicitly expects that democratization is coterminous 
with the promotion of gender equality. Similarly, dominant political theories suggests that liberal 
democratic governance contributes to the elimination of human rights deficits and gender 
inequality, especially where civil society is robust.4 Policies aimed at democracy promotion and 
                                               
4 See Larry Jay Diamond, “Toward Democratic Consolidation,” Journal of Democracy 5, no. 3 (1994): 5, 
https://doi.org/10.1353/jod.1994.0041; John Schwarzmantel, “Democracy and Violence: A Theoretical Overview,” 
Democratization 17, no. 2 (April 1, 2010): 220, https://doi.org/10.1080/13510341003588641; Paula Wyndow, 
Jianghong Li, and Eugen Mattes, “Female Empowerment as a Core Driver of Democratic Development: A Dynamic 




the general discourse on the topic echo these expectations of liberal democratic governance.5 In 
contrast, a number of feminist scholars rejects the claim that the existence of liberal democracy is 
a necessary or sufficient solution to gender inequality.6 
 Note that international actors have alluded to the fact that that women’s rights are human 
rights as early as 1915 at the First International Congress of Women at the Hague.7 The 
discursive link between human rights and women’s rights has intensified since this time. In 1993, 
states officially recognized that “The human rights of women and of the girl-child are an 
inalienable, integral and indivisible part of universal human rights.”8 Thus, academic and policy-
oriented conversations addressing human rights promotion also necessarily reference women’s 
                                               
5 See Sheila Carapico, “Foreign Aid for Promoting Democracy in the Arab World,” Middle East Journal 56, no. 3 
(2002): 380; Thomas Carothers et al., “A Quarter-Century of Promoting Democracy,” Journal of Democracy 18, no. 
4 (October 2007): 126; Isobel Coleman, “The Payoff from Women’s Rights Essay,” Foreign Affairs 83 (2004): 80; 
James M. Scott and Carie A. Steele, “Sponsoring Democracy: The United States and Democracy Aid to the 
Developing World, 1988–2001,” International Studies Quarterly 55, no. 1 (March 1, 2011): 53, 
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1468-2478.2010.00635.x; Peter van Tuijl, “NGOs and Human Rights: Sources of Justice 
and Democracy,” Journal of International Affairs 52, no. 2 (1999): 494. 
6 See Sara E. Davies, Nicole George, and Jacqui True, “The Difference That Gender Makes to International Peace 
and Security,” International Feminist Journal of Politics 19, no. 1 (January 2, 2017): 1–3, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/14616742.2017.1279904; Mala Htun and S. Laurel Weldon, “When Do Governments 
Promote Women’s Rights? A Framework for the Comparative Analysis of Sex Equality Policy,” Perspectives on 
Politics 8, no. 01 (March 2010): 207; Jane Mansbridge, “Reconstructing Democracy,” in Revisioning the Political: 
Feminist Reconstructions of Traditional Concepts in Western Political Theory, ed. Nancy J. Hirschmann and 
Christine Di Stefano, Feminist Theory and Politics (Boulder, Colo: Westview Press, 1996); J. Ann Tickner, Gender 
in International Relations: Feminist Perspectives on Achieving Global Security, New Directions in World Politics 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1992); Manon Tremblay, “Democracy, Representation, and Women: A 
Comparative Analysis,” Democratization 14, no. 4 (August 2007): 534, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/13510340701398261; Jacqui True, “Mainstreaming Gender in Global Public Policy,” 
International Feminist Journal of Politics 5, no. 3 (November 1, 2003): 369, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/1461674032000122740; Mino Vianello, “Gender and Democracy,” in Gender and Power: 
Towards Equality and Democratic Governance, ed. Mino Vianello and M. E. Hawkesworth (Houndmills, 
Basingstoke, Hampshire ; New York, NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015). 
7 See Jane Addams, Emily Greene Balch, and Alice Hamilton, Women at the Hague: The International Congress of 
Women and Its Results (Macmillan, 1915); Jutta Joachim, “Women’s Rights as Human Rights,” Oxford Research 
Encyclopedia of International Studies, March 1, 2010, https://doi.org/10.1093/acrefore/9780190846626.013.430. 
8 The World Conference on Human Rights, “Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action” (UN General 




issues. Those arguments that address human rights while simultaneously ignoring women’s 
issues are inherently narrow frameworks, as they “exclude much of women’s experiences.”9 
A related complexity with the disconnect between the bodies of literature is in the way 
that existing theories have framed the discussion of authoritarian regimes. Some of these political 
theories argue that authoritarian regimes limit women’s rights.10 Critical feminist scholars have 
complicated this assertion, arguing that authoritarian regimes have sometimes championed 
progressive women’s rights policies.11 Similar analyses demonstrate that communist 
authoritarian regimes have historically promoted women’s rights with more success than 
democracies according to measures of labor force participation, gendered wage gap, and the 
societal role of women.12 
This brief review of the disagreement between scholars working on democratic regimes 
and feminist scholars reveals a deep divide in the literature. That is, conventional political 
science and international development discourse appears to accept—or at least does not 
challenge—traditional conceptions of gender difference and gender roles. This principle is 
directly in conflict with feminist international relations scholarship, which focuses in part on 
gender-based disadvantages and the economic, social, legal, and political obstacles that emerge 
                                               
9 Charlotte Bunch, “Women’s Rights as Human Rights: Toward a Re-Vision of Human Rights,” Human Rights 
Quarterly 12 (1990): 487. 
10 See Chuck Hagel, “A Republican Foreign Policy Essay,” Foreign Affairs 83 (2004): 69-70; Neil J. Mitchell and 
James M. McCormick, “Economic and Political Explanations of Human Rights Violations,” World Politics 40, no. 4 
(July 1988): 478. 
11 See Daniela Donno and Anne-Kathrin Kreft, “Authoritarian Institutions and Women’s Rights,” Comparative 
Political Studies, September 10, 2018, 2, https://doi.org/10.1177/0010414018797954;  
Mala Htun, Sex and the State : Abortion, Divorce, and the Family under Latin American Dictatorships and 
Democracies (Cambridge, U.K.; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 3; Jane S. Jaquette, ed., The 
Women’s Movement in Latin America: Participation and Democracy, 2nd ed, Thematic Studies in Latin America 
(Boulder: Westview Press, 1994); Lois M. Smith and Alfred Padula, Sex and Revolution: Women in Socialist Cuba 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1996). 
12 See Anna Pollert, “Women, Work and Equal Opportunities in Post-Communist Transition,” Work, Employment 
and Society 17, no. 2 (June 2003): 332; Marilyn Rueschemeyer, ed., Women in the Politics of Postcommunist 
Eastern Europe (Armonk, N.Y: M.E. Sharpe, 1994); Renata Siemieńska, “Gendered Perceptions: Women in the 




as a result of regime change.13 The purpose of this thesis is to situate these seemingly competing 
bodies of literature conversation with each other in order to deepen our collective understanding 
of the relationship between regime type and women’s issues.   
  
I. C. Methods and Approach 
This thesis will attempt to isolate democracy’s effect on the quality of women’s lives in two 
ways. First, I explore the conceptual parameters and existing theoretical work on the topic. Next, 
I evaluate the political, economic, and social outcomes for women in a comparative perspective. 
The cases evaluated in this study were chosen using the most similar case design, meaning that 
the cases are similar in a few important ways but are distinct in their level of democracy and 
degree of present democratic consolidation.  
To best understand the effect of regime type on women’s issues, I chose to select one 
country that has undergone a recent transition to democracy, one established democracy, and one 
established authoritarian regime.14 The factors that were most important to keep constant across 
the three cases were geographical region, language, population, GDP per capita, colonial history, 
racial and ethnic demography, and religion. Of course, there are few cases that are similar 
according to all of these parameters; however, Chile, Cuba, and Costa Rica can be categorized 
similarly across these metrics. For this reason, I selected Chile as the country that underwent a 
recent transition to democracy, Costa Rica as the established democracy, and Cuba as the 
authoritarian regime.  
                                               
13 Merike Helena Blofield and Liesl Haas, “Defining a Democracy: Reforming the Laws on Women’s Rights in 
Chile, 1990-2002,” Latin American Politics & Society 47, no. 3 (2005): 36-7. 
14 “Recent transition to democracy” is used here to describe a country that underwent its democratic transition in the 




Chile, Cuba, and Costa Rica are all former Spanish colonies that primarily speak Spanish. 
The populations of these contemporary states range from 4.8 million inhabitants in Costa Rica to 
17.9 million inhabitants in Chile. Each state is composed of between 80% to 90% white or 
mestizo populations.15 All countries are between 55% and 62% Catholic, though Costa Rica is 
the only state with Catholicism as its official religion. The most significant disparity between 
Cuba, Costa Rica, and Chile is in their GDP per capita. Between 2016-17, Cuba, Costa Rica, and 
Chile’s GDP per capita were estimated to be $11,900, $17,200, and $24,600, respectively. 
Admittedly, this disparity in GDP per capita is larger than desired; however, there are rarely 
cases that are perfectly suited for social science research. As such, it is important to recognize 
that while this disparity in GDP constitutes a weakness in study design, I argue that the cases are 
similar enough to accept the conclusions of this thesis. 
As previously mentioned, this thesis will measure and compare the political, economic, 
and social conditions for women in Costa Rica, Chile, and Cuba to reveal the relationship 
between women’s issues and regime type. This thesis analyzes political, economic, and social 
measurements as indicators of women’s wellbeing for a two reasons. First, changes in political 
rights and behaviors are most commonly associated with regime transitions. Second, there is 
significant sociological research indicating that economic and social conditions along with 
“subjective indicators” define and measure quality of life.16 Thus, these indicators help to 
establish a well-rounded understanding of the lives of women under varying regime types.  
After establishing that this thesis examines women’s issues through a political, economic, 
and social lens, it is necessary to define each indicator in more detail. Moreover, it is necessary 
                                               
15 The World Factbook 2016-17 (Washington, D.C.: Central Intelligence Agency, 2016), 
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/index.html. 
16 Ed Diener and Eunkook Suh, “Measuring Quality of Life: Economic, Social, and Subjective Indicators,” Social 




to establish how this thesis will measure regime type and democracy. In the section that follows, 
I define democracy and detail how this thesis will categorize regime type. Additionally, I 
describe the political, economic, and social indicators in turn. First, I detail how these metrics are 
measured. Next, I describe how they should be interpreted. Finally, I address the significance of 
each indicator in the context of this thesis.  
Defining and Measuring Democracy 
Despite thousands of years of debate, discussions about the precise definition of 
democracy persists in the literature. That is, scholars have interpreted democracy differently over 
time depending upon the context in which it is used.17 The concept of democracy is typically 
interpreted as either an ideal or as a form of government. Democracy as an ideal connotes liberal 
values including justice, equality, and human rights. Thus, the ideal is commonly associated with 
the expansion of human rights, fairness, and freedom.18 In contrast, one of the most influential 
definitions of democracy as a regime type follows in the tradition of economist Joseph 
Schumpeter’s minimalist interpretation. Schumpeter defines democracy as an “institutional 
arrangement for arriving at political decisions in which individuals acquire the power to decide 
by means of a competitive struggle for the people’s votes.”19  
Though Schumpeter’s approach is noteworthy, his interpretation has been criticized in the 
literature because it establishes a low threshold for democratization and excludes other key 
democratic norms.20 Feminist scholars have rightly identified mass participation as a crucial 
                                               
17 Jørgen Møller and Svend-Erik Skaaning, Democracy and Democratization in Comparative Perspective: 
Conceptions, Conjunctures, Causes and Consequences, Democratization Studies (New York: Routledge, 2013), 40. 
18 José Álvaro Moisés, “Quality of Democracy and Political Inclusion,” in Gender and Power: Towards Equality 
and Democratic Governance, ed. Mino Vianello and M. E. Hawkesworth (Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire; 
New York, NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015), 235–7. 
19 Joseph A. Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy, Eighth (London: Unwin University Books, 1974), 
269. 
20 Møller and Skaaning, Democracy and Democratization in Comparative Perspective: Conceptions, Conjunctures, 




democratic norm with particular significance for underrepresented populations. For this reason, 
the feminist position argues that minimalist interpretations of democracy “largely ignore 
discrimination against women.”21 In line with this criticism and in an effort to bridge the gap 
between the ideal and the regime type, this thesis interprets liberal democracy as a system of 
government that embodies democratic values, norms, and institutions. More specifically, 
Mechkova et. al suggest that a government is a liberal democracy if “in addition to those 
conditions of freedom and competitiveness surrounding elections, a country boasts the rights-
securing rule of law as well as effective judicial and legislative constraints on executive 
power.”22  
 In order to measure the extent to which a regime is a liberal democracy, this thesis makes 
use of the Varieties of Democracy Project (V-Dem) “liberal democracy index.” This index 
evaluates the extent to which liberal democracy is achieved in each country. The creators of the 
index clarify: 
The liberal principle of democracy emphasizes the importance of protecting individual 
and minority rights against the tyranny of the state and the tyranny of the majority. The 
liberal model takes a ~negative~ view of political power insofar as it judges the quality of 
democracy by the limits placed on government. This is achieved by constitutionally 
protected civil liberties, strong rule of law, an independent judiciary, and effective checks 
and balances that, together, limit the exercise of executive power. To make this a measure 
of liberal democracy, the index also takes the level of electoral democracy into account.23 
                                               
21 Moisés, “Gender and Power,” 239. 
22 Valeriya Mechkova, Anna Lührmann, and Staffan I Lindberg, “How Much Democratic Backsliding?,” Journal of 
Democracy 28, no. 4 (2017): 163, https://doi.org/10.1353/jod.2017.0075. 






After this analysis of this thesis’s definition of democracy and the ways in which it will be  
measured, it is possible to examine other metrics that are used as indicators of women’s well-
being. Therefore, the next sections will detail the ways that this thesis will evaluate women’s 
equality as it pertains to their political, economic, and social lives. 
The Political Indicator of Women’s Equality 
The political indicator examines the quality of the political rights afforded to women. It 
also measures the extent to which women have power over the policies that affect them. One of 
the most important elements of this marker is the degree to which women participate in politics. 
Political participation is generally understood as engagement in activities to influence policy and 
decision-making through formal political structures, meaning traditional or official processes.24   
For the purpose of this study, the political indicator will be evaluated in two ways. First, I 
analyze and compare the voting behavior of women to men across Cuba, Chile, and Costa Rica. I 
use available data where possible but incorporate secondary analyses from the literature where 
necessary. Next, I examine the proportion of seats held by women in the national parliament 
using data and statistical measures from the World Bank and the International Institute for 
Democracy and Electoral Assistance (International IDEA). This data reveals whether women’s 
political participation increases, decreases, or stays the same relative to its level of democracy, 
which is a necessary component of understanding the extent to which women are included in 
decision-making in governmental procedures. 
                                               
24 Iasonas Lamprianou, “Contemporary Political Participation Research: A Critical Assessment,” in Democracy in 





There are potential two related limitations to this indicator of women’s equality that are 
important to note. Namely, this thesis evaluates measures of women’s formal political 
participation, which excludes the meaningful informal ways in which marginalized groups access 
political power. Additionally, if elections are not competitive or parliament is not a key decision-
making body, then women’s inclusion appears to be merely symbolic, which makes the 
exclusion of informal political participation more problematic. Though I acknowledge the 
importance of analyzing informal political participation, data limitations prevent a meaningful 
analysis of its relationship to the promotion of gender equality. However, there is support in the 
literature that inclusion in formal political processes does indeed matter, even if that participation 
is nominal.25 This discussion of the interplay between formal and informal participation will be 
discussed in more depth in the chapter that follows. 
The Economic Indicator of Women’s Equality 
This indicator is concerned with the economic effects that democratization produces for 
women. Feminist scholarship attempts to explain phenomena outside of androcentric 
presumptions at the intersection of economics, political science, sociology, and gender.26 This 
study takes root in the tradition of this formative body of feminist literature because power, 
politics, and gender dynamics affect economic outcomes. Moreover, there are theories that 
suggest that women will do better economically in more democratic countries.27  
                                               
25 Joanna Kerr, “Women’s Rights in Development,” Development 49, no. 1 (March 2006): 9, 
https://doi.org/10.1057/palgrave.development.1100220. 
26 Georgina Waylen, “Gender, Feminism and Political Economy,” New Political Economy 2, no. 2 (July 1997): 205–
20, https://doi.org/10.1080/13563469708406297. 
27 See Eric Neumayer and Indra de Soysa, “Globalisation, Women’s Economic Rights and Forced Labour,” The 
World Economy 30, no. 10 (October 2007): 1521, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-9701.2007.01060.x; Amartya 





To measure this effect, I examine data detailing the average gap in wages between 
women and men. Second, I analyze the female labor force participation rate (FLPR) to identify 
the percentage of women who participate in the formal economy relative to men. This metric is 
significant because “women’s labor force status relative to that of men is an important 
benchmark of their status in society.”28 There is evidence that FLPR leads to a number of 
advantageous outcomes for women, including increased bargaining power inside the home, 
improved self-esteem, and increased investment in women’s education.29 Put differently, 
increased FLPR is generally thought to be welfare enhancing and may be linked to democratic 
governance.30 Finally, I examine the types of jobs that women are likely to obtain as participants 
in the formal economy. That is, this metric examines whether women likely to obtain jobs of the 
same quality as men, which may reveal the extent to which patriarchal norms pervade the labor 
market.31 This section also addresses significant disparities in the education of labor force 
participants where they are present. Incorporating this analysis contributes to an understanding of 
the gender roles that affect women’s propensity to seek formal employment. 
 The Social Indicator of Women’s Equality 
The third marker characterizes the amount of equality women experience in their social 
lives. Social equity can be thought of as a function of family structure and the role of women in 
the home. This indicator also includes an evaluation of social attitudes towards women and the 
prevalence of violence against women/girls (VAW/G), including threats against women’s 
                                               
28 Kristin Mammen and Christina Paxson, “Women’s Work and Economic Development,” Journal of Economic 
Perspectives 14, no. 4 (November 2000): 141, https://doi.org/10.1257/jep.14.4.141. 
29 Ghazal Bayanpourtehrani and Kevin Sylwester, “Democracy and Female Labor Force Participation: An Empirical 
Examination,” Social Indicators Research 112, no. 3 (2013): 750. 
30 José Tavares and Romain Wacziarg, “How Democracy Affects Growth,” European Economic Review 45, no. 8 
(August 2001): 1343, https://doi.org/10.1016/S0014-2921(00)00093-3. 





physical, sexual, and psychological security. Put differently, the social indicator of women’s 
equality is a measurement of the extent to which a society or state exhibits patriarchal norms. 
Measuring social equity is a challenge due to a lack of available data. States rarely release 
official statistics detailing gender parity, and international groups have not been able to reliably 
aggregate and describe patriarchal norms across state contexts. In an effort to overcome this 
limitation, this thesis relies on gathering available data from UN reports, scholarly articles, and 
NGOs and non-profit organizations. These reports and data are useful because they provide a 
holistic picture of patriarchy in a particular country. This thesis also incorporates primary data, 
including surveys, interviews, and opinion polls concerning attitudes towards women. These data 
illustrate public attitudes, which speak to the actual gendered experience of women. Finally, this 
thesis incorporates the Global Gender Gap Report, which “benchmarks 144 countries on their 
progress towards gender parity across four thematic dimensions: Economic Participation and 
Opportunity, Educational Attainment, Health and Survival, and Political Empowerment.”32  
The Global Gender Gap Report provides a useful aggregate measurement of the relative 
levels of equality in each country, which may reveal the extent to which a society is committed 
to embodying feminist norms. Still, the index does not explicitly aim to measure patriarchy. The 
lack of reliable data and measurement of the strength of patriarchy constitutes a significant 
obstacle to this study. This thesis has not worked to create a comprehensive dataset detailing 
patriarchy across states; however, there is a need for scholars and policy analysts to address this 
data deficit. In the next section, I discuss the importance of this study, which affirms the need for 
more analysis on the topic.  
 
                                               





I. D. Significance 
This thesis is situated between feminist international relations and political science 
scholarship. As such, I aim to contribute to the body of literature that lies at the intersection of 
gender and democratic theory. By addressing the dynamics and consequences of democracies 
and democratization, this thesis belongs to several academic disciplines and subfields. Namely, 
this thesis applies to democratic theory, political economy, women and gender studies, 
international relations, Latin American studies, and sociology. While this thesis certainly makes 
an important academic contribution, understanding the social, political, and economic effects that 
regime change has on gender also holds deeply significant implications for a government’s 
leadership and policy makers.  
Understanding the interaction effect of gender, politics, and the economy is crucial for 
policy makers and government officials. The foreign policy strategists responsible for democracy 
building interventions must be informed of the consequences of the humanitarian or military 
engagements they design and implement. Next, the strategists and government officials 
dedicated to overseeing the progress of newly issued democracies must understand the effect that 
new regimes and political conditions have on the rights and status of women. Third, this thesis is 
relevant to economic officials and finance officers who seek an understanding of women’s 
participation in the formal economy of existing and newly transitioned regimes. Fourth and 
finally, stakeholders in the international community must recognize the interaction effect of 
democracy and democratization on the rights of women so that they can empower these 
populations while holding regimes accountable to international norms and rules. 
It is important for the advancement of gender equity that political science scholars and 




democratic governance. The relationship between these two bodies of literature is not only 
important for the edification of interested academic parties. In fact, the implications of this 
research are far reaching and are also applicable in the practice of international relations, 
especially for drafting policy and enforcing international rules. For these reasons, the role of 
democracies and democratization on gender is a necessary component of our collective 
understanding of politics. For these reasons, gender issues should continue to be the topic of 
scholarly research in the future. 
 
I. E. Chapter Overview 
 In the first chapter, I provide a framework for understanding women’s rights in the 
context of democracies. This conceptual analysis will take the form of a literature review. More 
specifically, I discuss scholarship related to democratic regime types, measuring patriarchy, how 
policies shape gender, human rights in democracies, violence against women, and women’s 
movements. The literature review also addresses scholarship dealing with women in politics, 
women’s family and social lives, and women in the economy. In the three empirical chapters that 
follow, I explore the unique histories of Cuba, Costa Rica, and Chile while identifying the 
political, social, and economic quality of women’s lives according to the previously mentioned 
metrics. Finally, the conclusion explores the three cases in a comparative context in order to 
understand the relationship between regime type and gender equality. The conclusion will also 





II. Conceptual and Theoretical Premises 
 
II. A. Overview 
Before examining regime type and women’s issues in a comparative context, it is 
necessary to outline the scholarly debate around key concepts. There is a great deal of literature 
dealing with both democracy and gender politics; however, there are empirical disagreements 
among scholars working in different traditions on these topics. In fact, a review of the existing 
literature reveals a disconnect between democracy and feminist IR scholarship. Again, the 
dominant international development discourse links democracy and women’s rights as 
complementary goals.33 Certain theories of democracy have argued that democratic governance 
produces positive outcomes for women.34 These theories argue that “support for gender equality 
is a consequence of democratization. It is part of a broad cultural change that is transforming 
many aspects of industrialized societies and supporting the spread of democratic institutions.”35 
Some feminist scholars were optimistic that the expansion of liberal democracy would 
have positive results for women.36 In contrast, other feminist scholars have more muted 
expectations about democracy’s ability to eliminate gender parity.37 Montecinos explains that 
“those who are concerned with securing equality for women insist that the process of 
democratization be accompanied by transformations in the political culture and innovative 
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institutional reforms at the state level, in electoral politics, in local governments as well as in 
social practices. It is not the consolidation of democracy that advocates of women's rights 
envision, but its transfiguration.”38 Cornwall et. al further this concern in their argument that 
“women everywhere are having to fight to get their voices heard, despite new emphases on 
democracy, voice and participation”39 Moreover, feminist scholars argue that the promotion of 
women’s rights is highly dependent on factors other than regime type, including levels of 
patriarchy and socially constructed notions of gender difference.40 
This cursory introduction reveals that the lack of communication between these disparate 
literatures obscures our understanding of the relationship between regime type and women’s 
issues. The literature review in this section aims to decode this disconnect by establishing a 
dialogue between these distinct literatures. Through this analysis I explore the key arguments 
relevant to the relationship between regimes and the advancement of women’s issues. In the 
following sections, I position conventional political science theories of democracy and 
democratization with feminist scholarship on women’s relationship to the state. First, I evaluate 
the definitions of democracy and patriarchy. Next, I review the most important literature and 
theory on human rights in democracies, gender-based violence, and women’s political, familial, 
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II. B. Literature Review 
The Social Construction of Gender Difference 
A fundamental principle of feminist IR scholarship is the notion that gender difference is 
socially constructed and reproduced through formal and informal mechanisms in society. It is 
critical to understand the societal construction of gender because it reveals linkages between 
governance and the creation and perpetuation of gender difference. To clarify, gender in this 
context references the belief that there is meaningful difference between men and women and 
their respective roles in society. The constructivist approach to international relations, which 
argues that norms, rules, and institutions are historically and socially created, is a useful 
framework for understanding the way that gender is constructed. 
In particular, constructivist theory on the “agent-structure” problem is a useful framework 
for understanding the “mutually constitutive” nature of human agents and system structure.41 
Constructivists argue that societal norms, institutions, and agents are co-constructed, over time, 
through the interactions that take place within social contexts.42 Intervening factors, including 
culture, history, and religion affect the construction of gender across contexts in unique ways. 
Governments and polities also affect gender through a variety of mechanisms, notably through 
policies and the means by which they are enforced.43 The rules and norms produced through 
these policies further shape government action and policy implementation. Because of the 
interconnectivity between norms and behavior, gendered policies are deeply related to the 
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treatment of sex and gender in society.44 Therefore, at the same time that gender is formed from 
the top-down, gender binaries, unequal power relations, and policies also influence behavior and 
replicate norms at the individual level.45 
Understanding Patriarchy 
 In order to interpret the relationship between regime type and women’s issues, it is 
necessary to establish a theoretical basis for understanding power dynamics between men and 
women. Patriarchy is deeply important to understanding the interaction of women in political, 
social, and economic spaces. The concept of patriarchy rose in popularity during the 1970s with 
the rapid growth of critical feminist scholarship. The most formative scholars in this field have 
made progress towards measuring and understanding the interaction of patriarchy on societal 
norms, rules, and institutions.46 From these analyses, it is clear that patriarchy is not a stagnant 
concept that is applied equally across space and time. Rather, it is “a set of social arrangements 
that privilege men, in which men as a group dominate women as a group, structurally and 
ideologically.”47 
 Patriarchy is dynamic, created over time, and varies according to geographical context.48 
Therefore, understanding levels of patriarchy in a society demands that the analysis is rooted in 
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the context of “gender relations in broader economic, political–legal, social, and cultural–
ideological processes.”49 As such, analyses of women’s issues are necessarily sensitive to the 
socially constructed norms, rules, and institutions, which are influenced by varying levels of 
patriarchy. In all, patriarchy is constructed over time and is indeed evident in the social norms, 
rules, and institutions of a society. Because this thesis evaluates the extent to which distinct 
regime types advantage women, it is necessary to examine the relationship between human rights 
and democracy in the literature. 
Human Rights and Democracies 
According to its popular usage, “democracy” may connotate the promotion and 
development of human rights.50 In fact, there exists an extensive body of literature that details 
the association between democratic regimes and trends in human rights violations.51 Political 
science studies have shown a probabilistic correlation between democratic governance and 
respect for human rights.52 Research on this topic is largely focused on the specific democratic 
norms and institutions that advance human rights within a society. Bueno de Mesquita et al. 
argue that the institutions of participation, multi-party elections, and accountability are highly 
related to the proliferation of human rights.53 The findings of Bueno de Mesquita et al. are not 
necessarily surprising, and the feminist literature does not contest this notion. However, feminist 
IR scholars have argued that liberal democratic principles of governance have been associated 
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with “legitimating, cloaking, and mystifying the stratifications of society achieved by capitalism 
and achieved as well by racial, sexual, and gender superordinations.”54 This analysis indicates 
that the deeply rooted patriarchal norms that persist in democracies may affect regimes’ ability to 
advance women’s position in society. 
Violence against Women/Girls (VAW/G) 
Of course, an important subsection of human rights is physical security, including and 
especially for women and girls. The UN defines violence against women and girls (VAW/G) as 
“any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual or 
psychological harm or suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary 
deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or in private life.”55 The UN’s definition is 
widely accepted within the context of international academic debate; however, this commitment 
to the institutions and practices of human rights protection at the global level is less evident in 
political and social practice. This thesis concurs with the UN’s interpretation in part because the 
definition is deliberately broad to include the countless manifestations of VAW/G. For this 
reason, it is also necessary to identify specific expressions of VAW/G with more specificity.  
The broad label of VAW/G most commonly connotates sexual or intimate partner 
violence, sexual harassment, emotional and psychological abuse, and political violence. Other 
expressions of VAW/G include, but are not limited to, female genital mutilation (FGM), 
femicide, prenatal sex selection, female infanticide, economic abuse, elder abuse, dowry-related 
violence, acid-throwing, and honor-related violence.56 Before continuing, note that this thesis in 
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no way attempts to draw comparisons or presume a “hierarchy” across the different types of 
violence. Rather, it is the contention of this thesis that the different types of violence listed above 
are equally abhorrent and ought to be evaluated as such.  
An inherent complication to studying VAW/G is the relative invisibility of the various 
expressions of violence. For this reason, the scholars who research this topic must contend with 
the overwhelming challenge of quantifying and describing these highly sensitive occurrences. 
While NGOs, IGOs, and other government entities have become increasingly aware and 
responsive to instances of gendered violence, the available data on the topic is highly influenced 
by distinct cultural and political climates.57 For this reason, the majority of mainstream feminist 
literature on VAW/G is shaped by the availability and reliability of data.58 This data deficiency 
has contributed to an important gap in the literature that can only be solved through the 
mainstreaming of gendered violence in the global consciousness.  
Political Violence 
As a complication to the conventional wisdom on human rights and violence, feminist 
scholars argue that sexual and physical violence against women is often used as a political tool.59 
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Democracy scholarship has focused on broadly tracking political violence and its implication for 
regime categorization and performance.60 The feminist literature on political VAW/G is largely 
dedicated to categorizing the origins, spread, and consequences for women.61 For example, rape 
is a type of violence that scholars have investigated for as more than a violation of human 
dignity. In fact, there is considerable research on the political significance of rape. Louise du Toit 
argues that “rape has political significance, not simply because and when it sometimes forms a 
deliberate part of a war strategy or because it can be construed as a weapon of genocide, but 
because it is a concrete way in which an extreme form of power is exerted, mostly by a man or 
men over women or children, more rarely over other men.”62 This analysis illustrates that 
VAW/G is often a concerted effort to subordinate women as a category. As a result, scholarship 
that uncritically analyzes VAW/G in the context of societal crime may provide limited insight 
into the social structures and norms that produce violence.  
Laura Sjoberg is a leading contributor to the conversation about the gendered nature of 
war crimes and rape. Sjoberg’s work challenges traditional conceptions of VAW/G by framing 
the issue as a form of deliberate gender subordination. Moreover, she argues that there is a 
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distinction between rape and genocidal rape. Sjoberg argues that “rape is a crime against its 
victim and women generally, and genocidal rape is such a crime used as a weapon against an 
ethnic or national group, attacking racial purity, national pride, or both.”63  
Sjoberg’s work has also been pivotal in categorizing the role of women in patriarchal social 
institutions. Sjoberg and Caron Gentry argue that women can (and often do) advance levels of 
patriarchy in political and social contexts.64 The notion that women can act as participants in 
gender subordination through forms of gendered violence is a massive contribution to the 
literature. Future academic works must incorporate this notion in order to push international 
relations literature towards a gender-conscious theory of global violence.65  
This evaluation reveals that physical security violations against women are complex 
expressions of patriarchal norms and attitudes that have been internalized at the individual level. 
The feminist literature echoes this sentiment through arguments that VAW/G is political in 
nature. Because VAW/G has deeply significant social and political consequences, this thesis, 
which measures women’s equality, necessarily seeks to include empirical analyses of violence 
where data allows. 
Declining Global Violence Thesis 
Another relevant body of literature related to human rights and democracy is the 
discussion of the declining global violence thesis, or the belief that global violence in the 
developed world is decreasing As with the other topics explored in this section, there is a 
noticeable difference between the conventional and feminist treatment of the declining global 
violence thesis . “Declinist” scholars principally argue the theoretical and empirical arguments 
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about the historical causes and present-day implications of violence. Proponents of this thesis 
argue that the expansion of liberal ideology, centralization of state power, and the empowerment 
of women is contributing to the gradual erasure of violence from human society.66 In support of 
this thesis, leading declinist scholars including Steven Pinker and Joshua Goldstein analyze the 
rates of deaths per capita and deaths through war and violent conflict, a declining trend relative 
to the global population.67  
In contrast, feminist scholars assert that the declining global violence thesis is argued in 
the context of a problematic framework.68 Jacqui True is among the most influential critics of 
this position, claiming that a feminist conceptual understanding of international relations 
precludes the adoption of declinist theory. She argues that declinist literature highlights flawed 
theoretical assumptions about the nature of violence.69 True contends that declinists distract 
“attention from noticing and analyzing violence which is often not publicly reported, recorded or 
counted, and which is a large part of the violence being perpetrated today.”70 
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The types of violence that frequently go unreported or are routinely silenced often 
involve women. As such, the claim that human violence writ large has decreased dismisses the 
daily violence that women and girls experience due to their gender. Declinist literature and its 
failure to sufficiently account for VAW/G constitutes an important disconnect between feminist 
literature and conventional political science scholarship. In the section that follows, this thesis 
explores the literature that explicitly examines women in politics with a focus on gender quotas 
and political participation. 
Women and Politics 
Mainstream political science literature draws a stark distinction between political and 
social forces.71 In the context of this study, this separation is problematic because the relationship 
between women and politics is far more complex than the traditional framework allows. More 
specifically, feminist scholars have emphasized that women participate in politics through both 
formal political institutions and through informal social forces, including grassroots 
organizations, marches, and demonstrations. Thus, women’s political participation is highly 
entangled with activism and civil society. For this reason, the following section will address 
political participation as a category while attempting to discern a framework for the relationship 
between women’s political activism and regime type.  
Electoral Gender Quotas 
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In the context of governance and public policy, gender quotas refer to policies that 
establish “minimum thresholds for the nomination of female candidates.”72 In recent years, a 
number of countries across the world have adopted electoral gender quotas which has 
contributed to an increase in the number of women in the national legislature or parliament.73 
Despite this progress, in 2015, only 22%  of members of parliament or the national legislature 
were women across the world.74 The literature is divided on the desirability of these policies.75 
Still, an empirical analysis reveals that gender quotas, where properly implemented and 
enforced, have made a meaningful difference in the number of women that are elected to the 
national legislature. 
The scholars that view gender quotas as a net benefit to the advancement of women argue 
that women face serious obstacles to getting elected to position of power. Therefore, gender 
quotas are a means to create a level playing field for female political participation.76 This 
argument is based on the premise that gender quotas signal a shift towards the changing 
international norms and attitudes towards women.77 There appears to be a general consensus in 
the literature that gender quotas are advantageous in theory, but poor policy formation and 
implementation has produced unequal effects for women. Still, there are critics of gender quotas 
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who argue that gender quotas are not desirable because they reinforce gendered difference and 
problematic gender norms.78 For this reason, these scholars claim that gender quotas are actually 
ineffective policies to advance the position of women.   
The body of literature on gender quotas and their implications is relatively limited, so 
there is a considerable amount of research that needs to be done to glean a normative conclusion. 
Fortunately, there appears to be increasing global support for gender quotas, particularly in Latin 
America. More research needs to be conducted on the desirability of these policies, but it appears 
that scholars are increasingly paying attention to these policies and their implications for 
women’s equality. Next, this section focuses on women and their formal political participation in 
politics as distinct from election to the national legislature.  
Formal Political Participation 
The characteristics and effects of women’s movements in democracies is a hugely 
relevant topic in the context of regime changes and outcomes for women. Since the 1970s, 
feminist scholarship on democracy and civil society has emphasized that women’s movements 
are often highly influential in the outcome of political revolutions.79 The importance of these 
mass movements may be a result of women’s institutionalized disadvantage in law and 
governmental bodies. The extensive research on the gendered nature of politics has informed the 
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“theory of gendered institutions.” The theory of gendered institutions holds that men are 
disproportionately privileged and represented in politics, the law, the economy, and other formal 
structures.80 It is important to note that this theory hypothesizes that the gendering of institutions 
is not a historical accident. Instead, lawmakers “have used the state to create laws that privilege 
men.”81  
Both mainstream political science scholarship and critical feminist literature 
acknowledge emphasize the importance of organized feminist movements in promoting women’s 
political representation.82 Though women can and often do act to advance levels of patriarchy in 
society, an empirical study in Brazil showed that higher levels of female participation in political 
institutions contributed to the passage of feminist policies.83 However, there is debate about the 
notion that higher levels of women in the national legislature alone can contribute to gender 
equality. An empirical study conducted by Mala Htun and Laurel Weldon in 2012 demonstrated 
that organized feminist movements were more meaningful contributors to progressive policy 
change.84 Faxon, et al. argue that feminist movements contribute to democratic stability and 
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female empowerment.85 Similarly, Caroline Beer argues in her 2017 study of Mexican leftist 
parties that women’s movements are stronger indicators of progressive feminist policy 
implementation.86  
One possible explanation for the importance of women’s movements over participation in 
the formal legislature is that organized movements are more visible, which makes global actors 
more likely to internalize and reproduce pro-feminist norms and rules. However, there is support 
for the notion that “integration of ‘gender experts’ into mainstream bureaucracy is essential 
because they act as ‘communicators and facilitators between the lobbying activities of the 
women’s movement and policy-makers within the bureaucracy.”87 These analyses indicate that 
producing favorable outcomes for women is highly dependent on the existence of a democratic 
regime with equitable female political participation and a local cultural context that incorporates 
feminist norms and social networks.  
Gender Roles, the Family, and the Economy 
As previously mentioned, conceptions of gender difference are deeply related to policy 
formation. In turn, these policies affect the role of women in the household and economy. For 
example, consider policies that affect women, children, and families. In many societies, women 
are the primary care givers of children and are responsible for the bulk of household duties. 
Therefore, “state policies concerning child bearing and rearing are determined by, and are 
simultaneously highly consequential for, gender inequality and women’s place in the family, the 
labor market and civil society.”88 These profoundly entrenched notions of gender roles make 
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discriminatory labor force and compensation policies possible. In turn, patriarchal family 
policies constitute the legislative basis for the disadvantage of women in the economy and within 
their social lives. 
 
II. C. Conclusion 
In this chapter, I explored the conceptual and theoretical scholarship related to regime 
type and women’s experiences in society. Though this analysis, I highlighted the areas in which 
feminist literature deviates from political science canon, including scholarship on declining 
global violence. This review of the most important conceptual literature also revealed a few 
important deficits in the literature. 
Political science and international relations scholars should mobilize the gaps and 
disconnects in the literature to build a more comprehensive understanding of the interaction 
effect of regime type and the lives and experiences of women. There are two primary insights to 
be understood from this conceptual chapter. The first and most important insight is that 
patriarchal social norms pervade individual beliefs and behaviors as well as societal rules and 
institutions. The second related insight is that policies matter because they meaningfully affect 
women’s equality.  
In an attempt to contribute to this body of knowledge, the chapters that follow aim to 
demonstrate this interaction in practice. By evaluating democratic governance and feminist 
theory in the context of women’s experiences in Cuba, Costa Rica, and Chile, this thesis will 






III. Democracies and Democratization in Practice: Costa Rica 
 
III. A. Overview 
A popular national myth emanating from the small state situated between Nicaragua and 
Panama is that “Costa Rica es diferente.” Indeed, Costa Rica is quite distinct from its Central 
American neighbors despite their shared colonial history, similar economies, and regional 
particularities.89 Costa Rica is an outlier from other countries in the region particularly with 
respect to development indices, including health care, economic development, literacy, and 
ecology. More importantly is that Costa Rica is also considered one of the most egalitarian 
societies in Central America and is the “region’s longest surviving democratic regime.”90  
Since 1949, Costa Rica has been classified as a liberal democracy, meaning the country 
“embodies those conditions of freedom and competitiveness surrounding elections” and “boasts 
the rights-securing rule of law as well as effective judicial and legislative constraints on 
executive power.”91 This classification is important because the conventional political science 
scholarship would lead one to believe that women enjoy the most rights and freedoms under 
strong, stable liberal democracies. Thus, the same literature would predict that Costa Rica 
outperforms other countries and regimes according to political, social, and economic metrics.  
This chapter will evaluate the history and realities of women under Costa Rican liberal 
democracy. In effect, this chapter establishes a standard against which it is possible to compare 
varying regime types. Because this thesis hypothesizes that regime type is not the most 
significant driver of the quality of women’s lives, I expect to find that the issue of gender in 
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Costa Rica is more complicated than conventional political science framework predicts. In order 
to establish conclusions about women’s quality of life in Costa Rica, it is first necessary to trace 
the historical and cultural roots of democracy and democratization in the country. Following this 
historical analysis, I will evaluate the current strength and trajectory of democracy in Costa Rica. 
Finally, I analyze the political, economic, and social indicators in order to reveal the quality of 
women’s lives in the context of Costa Rica’s democratic regime. 
  
III. B. Historical Context 
The Spanish Empire conquered Costa Rica in 1561 and incorporated the territory into the 
Kingdom of Guatemala in 1568.92 Colonial Costa Rica was largely poor, isolated, and primarily 
composed of a large mestizo population. Costa Rica faced challenges with economic 
development due to poor infrastructure and received little attention from the imperial metropole. 
These factors may have given the ruling class and “political elites experience with self-
governance” and created the prototypes for political parties.93  
The social hierarchy in Costa Rica was primarily based on ancestral heritage and did not 
meaningfully denote distinctions in economic wealth; however, “noble lineage, race, commercial 
wealth, and ethnicity intertwined to define a status hierarchy topped by a highly self-conscious 
Creole aristocracy.”94 The relatively low level of economic differentiation in the colony 
“probably contributed to the development of egalitarianism in the social culture.”95 Further, 
governance by the creole aristocracy coupled with high degree of civilian agency meant that 
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militarism, though still present, played a much less important historical role in Costa Rican than 
in other Central American states.96 Note, however, that this relatively egalitarian society was not 
democratic. In fact, participation in politics was limited to the aristocracy.97 
Costa Rica gained independence after Spain’s defeat in the Mexican War of 
Independence that concluded in 1821. Booth argues that colonial Costa Rica laid the roots for the 
stable democracy for which the country is recognized today. First, he notes that Costa Rica’s 
failure to develop a “quasi-feudalistic hacienda system” meant that the elite class did not depend 
on military forces to ensure the availability of cheap labor, which was a driver of militarism and 
authoritarianism in other Central American states.98 Second, Booth argues that the remoteness of 
the province helped spare Costa Rica from war and civil conflict that ravaged the other states. 
Instead, Costa Rica experienced low levels of internal political conflict that was not as affected 
by the development of a politicized army because the elites had “already acquired a habit of 
civilian rule.”99 
Costa Rica’s early national life was riddled with problems. Between 1821 and 1905, 
“wealthy largeholding coffee barons usually dominated the political scene” and “militarism, 
conflict, and dictatorial rule became increasingly common as the nineteenth century 
advanced.”100 Interestingly, coffee cultivation in Costa Rica played an important role in the 
formation of state politics, and society. Though the coffee boom helped to develop the new state 
economically and create linkages with the globalizing world, the low level of economic 
diversification increased economic inequality in the burgeoning society.101 When the economy 
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and society diversified because of increased foreign trade in the late nineteenth century, labor 
organizations and special interest groups began to form while the nation became more 
industrialized. Note that this economic diversification and civil society growth corresponds to 
increasing levels of liberal democracy, as illustrated by Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1: Rating of Liberal Democracy in Costa Rica from 1900-2015.102 
The ruling coffee aristocracy is credited with the development of liberal democratic 
norms, rules, and institutions at this time. Their efforts to consolidate political power and protect 
their political influence in Costa Rica drove the coffee establishment to “promote parties, 
elections, and suffrage.”103 Note that this increase in popular political participation did not 
include women, who were excluded from voting until 1949. At the same time that the coffee 
aristocracy consolidated power, class divides and inequality became more deeply entrenched in 
Costa Rican society. Booth argues that “an increasingly complex class structure widened the 
distribution of power resources throughout society and produced new class and political forces.” 
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These new social and political forces were the principal drivers of democratization.104 As these 
relationships deepened, political and civil conflict intensified and brought about a civil war in 
1948. In 1949, Costa Rica consolidated democracy and adopted a new constitution. With the 
passage of the new constitution, voting became compulsory for all Costa Rican citizens aged 
eighteen or older, including women and other marginalized populations. Around this time, civil 
society expanded rapidly as the number and type of labor, professional, trade, and advocacy 
groups increased in number and type.105  
The Costa Rican state under the new democratic constitution created a regime with 
distinct advantages and unique structure from other Central American states. According to 
Booth, one strength of the new Costa Rican government was the lack of a large, politicized 
military force. This characteristic facilitated continuity in policy enforcement and permitted 
“political flexibility.”106 Markedly high levels of political legitimacy, compounded by a political 
culture of compromise and inclusion constituted another institutional advantage of the Costa 
Rican regime. Finally, the Costa Rican constitution included provisions for the distribution of 
power which prevented one branch of government from consolidating authority.  
 This brief history of Costa Rica illustrates the strong foundations for democracy in the 
norms, rules, and institutions of the state. The interaction effect between this regime and its rich, 
egalitarian history is ideal for the study of gender issues. The sections that follow assess the 
political, economic, and social realities of women in the current Costa Rican state. The analysis 
of the Costa Rican case provides some preliminary support for the conventional political science 
literature on the relationship between democracy, human rights, and gender equality. However, 
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the case also shows that, despite formal rights to political participation and increasing economic 
opportunity, women still lag behind on social indicators of equality because of individually and 
institutionally internalized patriarchal norms. 
 
III. C. Political Indicator 
Voting behavior 
One of the most common institutions associated with inclusion, equity, and democratic 
governance is formal elections. As such, analyzing voter turnout is useful for measuring the 
degree to which a citizenry is engaged with politics. Scholars acknowledge that many factors 
affect voter turnout, including economic development, adherence to social norms, socioeconomic 
status, racial and ethnic demographics, and perceptions of governmental legitimacy.107 However, 
this thesis notes that there is a gap between male and female voter participation for two important 
reasons. First, this comparison can establish the degree to which women feel empowered to 
participate in the political process. Second, voter turnout is a significant metric for the degree to 
which women influence policies and governance.108  
Voting in Costa Rica is legally mandated, though the measure is not enforced. An 
analysis of the voter turnout from 1953-1987 reveals that women constituted 45-50% of the 
vote.109 Desposato and Norrander’s study on the gender gap in political participation echoes this 
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finding, arguing that the disparity between male and female turnout rate is insignificant.110 The 
equitable distribution between male and female voter turnout rates may be attributable to 
compulsory voting laws and a highly egalitarian culture. Still, this data shows that Costa Rican 
women play an active role in the formal political processes, which constitutes an advantage that 
is facilitated by democratic institutions. This provides some support for the argument that 
democracy reduces gender gaps; however, I argue that democratization alone does not account 
for this outcome. Costa Rica’s egalitarian culture is at least partly responsible for crafting 
concurrent social change in addition to the existence of liberal democracy.111 
Women in the national legislature 
Costa Rica is one of the twenty-two countries in the Americas that have implemented 
election quotas to promote gender equity in democratic elections. The country implemented 
quotas following petitions from the national women’s organization in 1997. These petitions 
argued that the existing electoral process allowed political parties to discriminate against women 
by placing them at the bottom of electoral lists.112 In response, the country instituted three 
distinct provisions for gender parity in its elections.113 That is, there are legislated quotas for the 
national legislature, municipal elections, and voluntary measures that political parties are 
incented to adopt. Because this thesis focuses on women’s participation in the national 
legislature, this section will focus on the provision pertaining to the Asamblea Legislativa, the 
unicameral national legislature.  
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 According to the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance 
(International IDEA), women were elected to 46% (26/57 seats) under Costa Rica’s legislated 
candidate quotas. These legislated candidate quotas reserve places on electoral lists for female 
candidates. According to the provision in Costa Rican law, the nominations for elections must 
follow standards of parity and alternation. In practice, this law requires that an even number of 
candidates belong to each gender. The law also stipulates that the list of candidates must be 
organized such that male and female candidates alternate. Finally, parties are incented to 
promote gender parity through financial incentives.  
 In review, gender quotas are generally regarded as an important advancement for 
women’s rights; however, the policies have produced irregular improvements because of a lack 
of enforcement and “institutionalized pathologies,” including “corruption, inefficiency, low 
accountability.”114 Scholarship pertaining to legislated candidate quotas in Costa Rica indicate 
that the policies are well-designed and implemented, which has contributed to more 
representation from women in the national assembly.115  
 The principles of democracy—inclusivity, equity, and participation—influenced the 
successful implementation and enforcement of gender quotas in Costa Rica. The country’s stable 
democratic institutions seem to be an important condition for increasing the number of women in 
the national legislature. Finally, Costa Rica’s robust political and civic culture that emphasizes 
diversity and equity is a probable contributor to the success of gender quotas.  
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III. D. Economic Indicator of Women’s Equality in Costa Rica 
Wage Gap 
 In addition to the fact that democratic governance has led to relative equality with respect 
to civil and political rights, Costa Rica’s gender gap average is among the lowest in the OECD’s 
34-member countries. In the OECD, the average disparity between male and female pay is 
almost 15%, while, more broadly, women earn 19% less than men on average in emerging 
economies.116 This gap has been attributed primarily to intervening sociopolitical factors, 
including the pervasiveness of patriarchal social norms.117 . According to the OECD, the 
difference between female and male median earnings divided by the male median earnings in 
Costa Rica is about 3%.118 Put differently, the average disparity between male and female 
earnings is 3%. The data indicates that Costa Rica performs well according to this metric. 
Indeed, this measurement illustrates that women in Costa Rica enjoy a certain level of equality. 
This parity is perhaps attributable to the egalitarian culture of Costa Rica, which the literature 
indicates would contribute to equality in the labor market. In order to more fully understand 
women’s economic rights in Costa Rica, the next section analyses the extent to which women 
participate in the labor market. 
Characterizing Women’s Inclusion in the Labor Force 
 Economists have argued that it possible that the female labor force participation rate 
(FLPR) could be lower in democracies because increased freedoms may allow people to 
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voluntarily exit the labor market.119 In contrast, political science literature argues that democratic 
regimes facilitate an increase in FLPR because they benefit the marginalized. That is, women 
and other disadvantaged groups would be able to participate in the labor force as a result of 
decreased discrimination.120 Feminist IR literature seems to indicate that and increased FLPR is a 
byproduct of freedom and liberation for women.121 Therefore, one would expect the FLPR to be 
higher in democracies than in non-democratic regimes.  
 The World Bank and International Labor Organization’s model of the “labor force 
participation rate, female (% of female population ages 15-64)” in Costa Rica indicates an 
increase from 35.2% FLPR in 1990 to 51.2% in 2017. In contrast, 87% of males participated in 
the labor force compared to 81% of males in 2017. It is evident that the social, political, and 
economic conditions have facilitated women’s participation in the economy, though men are far 
more likely to participate in the formal economy than women. FLPR is a useful statistic, but it is 
also necessary to detail FLPR with a higher level of specificity by analyzing the degree of male 
privilege in the workplace. More specifically, are women able to secure the same types of jobs as 
men? Also, what percentage of women hold the top executive jobs in Costa Rica’s democracy? 
Finally, what does this examination of the quality of women’s participation in the Costa Rican 
economy indicate about the relationship between democracy and the emancipation of women? 
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 An analysis of global labor market trends reveals that men and women are not included 
equally across the labor market. Rather, the convergence of “neoliberalism and its attendant 
governance structures (democracy) expose fundamental contradictions between the formal 
gender neutrality of market citizenship and its unspoken reliance on women’s unpaid work in 
social reproduction.”122 Further, the types of jobs that one can secure is often highly related to 
one’s gender. These androcentric labor market trends also persist in the Costa Rican economy. 
Costa Rican women are far less likely to study and work in STEM-related fields. In fact, women 
comprise only 7% of tertiary-level graduates in STEM-related fields.123 The sectors in which 
men are employed typically pay more than the jobs that women are able to secure. Additionally, 
women in Costa Rica only occupy about 34% of top management positions, which suggests that 
patriarchal norms persist despite the presence of democracy.124 The discourse of international 
development and democracy literature does not explicitly suggest that the advent of liberal 
democracy would generate gender equality in STEM fields; however, these literatures do 
indicate that liberal democracy should advantage women. As such, one would predict a higher 
level of gender parity in Costa Rica’s labor market. 
In all, Costa Rica’s increasing FLPR is a promising trajectory, though men continue to 
dramatically outpace women’s participation in the formal economy. One explanation for this 
disparity between female and male LFPR is related to patriarchal socail norms and gender roles, 
which reinforce cultural stereotypes of women in the home and men in the workforce. This 
explanation confirms this thesis’s hypothesis that regime type is not the most significant driver 
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for the comprehensive advancement of women’s rights. Instead, the preconceived notions of 
gendered difference and patriarchal cultural norms are more meaningful vehicles of gender 
inequality in the economy. In order to evaluate these social norms, the next section evaluates the 
women’s experience in their social lives, as distinct from political and economic activity. 
 
III. E. Social Indicator of Women’s Equality in Costa Rica 
It is possible to address the quality of women’s lives in society through an examination of 
the predominant sociocultural notions of gender. This section seeks to characterize the extent to 
which patriarchal norms and rules dominate women’s social, familial, and cultural lives. In a 
similar manner to the other indicators, political science scholarship would predict that 
democratic societies are more socially cohesive, less violent and more equitable than other 
regime types. The analysis that follows deviates slightly from these theories by showing that 
women  
To begin, Costa Rica was ranked number 32 out of 144 on the Global Gender Gap 
Index’s list of the world’s most equal countries. This ranking is relatively high, which is 
unsurprising given the relative equality of men and women with respect to civil, political, and 
economic rights. Still, a common association between Latin America and gender is the 
monolithic culture of machismo. Though there is variation from within the distinct countries, 
cultural attitudes in Costa Rica are deeply patriarchal in many ways.125 Men generally assume 
the role of provider while women are considered responsible for the family and household. 
According to a survey of nearly 5000 individuals from Costa Rica, 40% of men thought it was 
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the mother’s role—more than the father’s—to take care of children.126 The same study found that 
43.4% of men and 31.2% of women agreed to the statement that the man should always be ready 
for sex.127 These data illustrate the toxic masculinity that pervades Costa Rican society despite 
stable democratic governance. 
Though the Costa Rican government has not published any official statistics on violence 
against women and girls, NGOs, IGOs, and news outlets have reported an increase in domestic 
violence and, more broadly, VAW/G. It is true that reporting instances of VAW/G has increased 
as some international actors have worked to engender global public policy and as women have 
become more aware of the rights that they have and the legal recourse that may be available to 
them. Still, international organizations and the Costa Rican government alike have 
acknowledged the pandemic of femicide, or the killing of women for gender-based motives, in 
Costa Rica.128  
 
III. F. Conclusion 
 Throughout this chapter, I have explored gendered outcomes through the lens of Costa 
Rica’s stable and high-performing democracy. In each sub-section, I compared the dominant 
political theory with the reality of women according to that metric. This process revealed 
important truths that should be incorporated into the larger body of knowledge about 
democracies and gender. First, democratic institutions are useful for their ability to facilitate 
public discourse and participation in governance, which produces an increase in civil and 
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political rights. Even though the Global Gender Gap report indicates that women and men are 
relatively more equal than many other societies, women seem to have benefitted to a lesser 
extent from democratic norms, rules, and institutions. This indicates that rather than regime type 
alone, the degree to which a society internalizes patriarchal norms at the individual and 
institutional level is a more significant influencer for women’s quality of life.  
 Costa Rica is an interesting case to study at the nexus of gender and democracy. It is clear 
that the relatively high degree of egalitarianism is an important factor with respect to the 
progressive female policies that the government has been able to enact. Despite elevated levels 
of social parity, Costa Rica did not necessarily perform as well as one would expect with respect 
to the economic indicators. The lack of data notwithstanding, the country still faces significant 
obstacles with respect to maximizing freedoms for women.  
 Moving forward, this thesis will examine Costa Rica in a comparative perspective to 
understand the degree to which liberal democracies improve the quality of life for women. Is it 
possible that governments with lower degrees of institutionalized democracies can produce 
similar or better outcomes for women? If so, what does the notion that gendered outcomes are 
not necessarily tied to regime type imply for the body of literature as a whole? In the next 
chapter, I examine Chile as a case of recent democratization. With this regime type in mind, 
political science theories would predict that women in Chile face a number of challenges related 
to changing regimes. As such, we would predict most metrics to be less promising than Costa 




IV. Democracies and Democratization in Practice: Chile 
 
IV. A. Overview 
Chile is a popular area of focus for political science scholars because of its complex 
historical relationship with democracy.129 Though the 2018 re-election of President Sebastián 
Piñera may illustrate a change in the political culture and the escalating conservative movement 
in Chile, the country remains a highly rated democracy.130 A combination of Cold War politics, 
international interventions, and dynamic sociocultural conditions have shaped the current 
political landscape in Chile. As such, the case poses a unique opportunity for analysis in the 
context of this thesis.  
The theories of democracy outlined in Chapter 1 would indicate that established 
democracies like Costa Rica are the best types of government for the advancement of women’s 
rights.131 This chapter examines the recently democratized Chilean government and evaluates the 
extent to which new democracies can benefit women and maximize human rights.132 While 
conventional political science literature argues that democratic regimes are the chief proponents 
of human rights, there is a subset of mainstream democratization literature that argues 
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democracies are complex regimes that may not maximize human rights during their early 
stages.133 This study of Chilean democracy supports the case that regime type is not the only 
significant driver of women’s rights, nor is democracy an immediate causal factor for pro-
women social outcomes. Further, this case alludes to the existence of patriarchal social norms, 
which affects the extent to which women are empowered and advantaged by the advent of 
democracy in Chile. 
The primary argument of this thesis is that the relationship between regime type and the 
advancement of women’s issues is more complex than dominant political science theories 
suggest. That is, the existence of democracy is often an ineffective predictor of the advancement 
of women’s positions. Though there are often occasions where women benefit from democratic 
deliberation and governance, there are other deeply significant factors that affect women’s 
experiences, especially the degree of patriarchal norms and history of social inequity, 
stratification, and exclusion.134 This thesis contributes to democratic theory and feminist political 
science scholarship by comparing women’s experiences in varying regimes types.  
This chapter evaluates the quality of women’s lives in the context of Chile’s recent 
transition to democracy. Throughout this chapter, I will trace the political and sociocultural 
history of Chile to inform the discussion of modern Chilean democracy. Following this history, I 
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will situate the dominant theoretical framework detailing the capabilities of new democracies 
against the reality of women’s status in Chile. Finally, I will place the theory and practice of 
democracy in Chile in a conversation with one another to more accurately interpret the effect that 
regime type has on women.  
 
IV. B. Historical Context 
 Before assessing governance and women’s rights in contemporary Chile, it is necessary 
to explore the events and conditions that have shaped the modern state. The section that follows 
addresses this history by tracing the key developments in political culture and systems of 
governance. In addition to providing useful background information, this historical context may 
reveal important parallels that can help to explain prevailing sentiments or trends in modern 
Chile. This context begins at the time of Chile’s conquest and traces the history of political and 
social trends until the consolidation of democracy in 1990. 
 Pedro de Valdivia conquered Chile for the Spanish empire in the 1540s. Like Costa Rica, 
Chile was established as a small, poor, agrarian colony in the periphery of the Spanish-American 
empire; however, society in Chile was highly stratified by ethnicity and national origin.135 The 
Spanish empire apportioned natives to Spanish settlers throughout Chile as encomiendas. This 
practice was a part of a system in which encomenderos (the holders of encomiendas) “civilized” 
natives in exchange for hard labor and the forced payment of tribute.136 This system of labor laid 
the foundation for the modern Chilean state, for the formation of “great estates rule by a land-
owning elite and worked by a semi-servile rural population…lies at the heart of the growth of 
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Chilean culture and nationality.”137 That is, the distinct social and political inequities of modern 
Chile can be traced to the historical roots of the encomienda system.138 
The encomienda system of labor was detrimental to the population of indigenous 
communities in colonial Chile. The declining number of natives able to support the encomienda 
system required Spanish settlers to secure labor forces through alternative methods. In order to 
preserve ranching, which was the “mainstay of the Chilean economy by the seventeenth 
century,” colonists began to draft forced labor from neighboring regions.139 With the rise of 
forced labor and the consolidation of land into haciendas, or agricultural estates, class and ethnic 
divides became more pronounced in Chile.140 
During this period of history, is appropriate to describe Chile as a rural country in which 
“the small creole upper class coexisted with the great mass of the laboring poor.”141 The ethnic 
division between the “predominantly mestizo (Spanish-Amerindian) majority and the more 
definitely European upper class consisting of ‘creoles’ (Spanish-Americans) and peninsulares 
(Spaniards from Spain)” became an important factor for the formation of Chilean national 
identity.142  
 Chile formally declared its liberation from Spain in 1810, which gave rise to a war of 
independence. Chilean forces defeated Spain and became independent in 1818; however, the new 
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state struggled and failed to institute democratic institutions and norms at this time. Instead, a 
bloody civil war erupted, dividing Chileans along religious and ideological lines into liberal 
federalists and conservative centralists. During this period, the new Chilean government 
alternated between authoritarian dictatorial rule and the lack of political order altogether.143 The 
civil war ended in 1830 with the conservative coalition emerging victorious. The new governing 
powers made progress towards instituting political order in Chile and drafted a constitution in 
1833; however, “coup attempts and conspiracies continued to plague Chile.”144 The fifty years 
that followed marked an era of development. During this period, the Chilean state expanded its 
administrative capabilities and made progress towards developing the infrastructure and national 
economy.145  
The latter half of the nineteenth century also brought about a patent shift in the political 
climate of Chile. Rising discontent with the authoritarian government became increasingly 
evident as ideological, political, and regional divisions intensified.146 Inspired by the Revolution 
of 1848 in France, a sect of thinkers began to oppose the autocratic regime in favor of 
liberalization and secularization.147 Conservatives adopted a “liberal creed” in a strategic effort 
to maintain control of the state. As a result, conservatives championed a series of reforms, which 
included legitimizing the electoral process, restricting presidential power, and marginally 
expanding suffrage.148 While these reforms were important steps towards democratization in 
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Chile, there were still those, including President José Manuel Balmaceda (1886-1891), who 
resisted their implementation.149 
Congressional forces eventually prevailed in 1891, which eventually ushered in an era of 
parliamentarian government until 1927. This period of Chilean history signals another significant 
change in the political culture and processes of the state. One of the most important 
consequences of this change was the shift in the “center of gravity of the political system…from 
the executive to the legislature, from the capital to local areas, and from state officials and their 
agents to local party leaders and political brokers.”150 In other words, the parliamentary 
government was responsible for liberalization and increased democratization. Another notable 
consequence of this shift in politics was the expansion of the influence of parliamentary parties 
to “national networks with grassroots organizations.”151 Thirdly, increased levels of liberal 
democracy coupled with changes in the social structure contributed to the creation of class-based 
electoral parties.152 
In 1924, economic distress as a result of the failure of the nitrate industry compounded by 
failures in the “cumbersome and venal Parliamentary Republic” led to a military junta’s 
ascension to power.153 A new constitution was adopted in 1925, but the Chilean state remained 
politically turbulent until the elections of 1932. The elections of 1938 marked another significant 
change in the political landscape. In the decade following these elections, the government 
“expanded social-welfare policies, encouraged the rise of legal unionism, and actively pursued 
import-substituting industrialization.”154 The polarizing politics of the Cold War abroad and the 
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success of domestic collectivist policies culminated in the 1970 election of the world’s first 
democratically elected Marxist president, Salvador Allende. From 1970-1973, Allende made 
attempts to move Chile towards a socialist economy with varying degrees of success.155 
The subsequent breakdown of Chilean democracy was a complex process that is deeply 
engrained in the memory of the state and the global community at large. Polarization and 
extremism plagued the country as did the failure of certain economic policies. Rising military 
discontent was first converted into action in late June 1973 and neared its end one month later.156 
Democracy in Chile disintegrated rapidly, no doubt exacerbated by the “external meddling” of 
international actors, especially the United States.157 On September 11, 1973 the collapse of 
democracy was confirmed and the state “abruptly transformed from an open and participatory 
political system into a repressive and authoritarian one.”158 
The military dictatorship led by General Pinochet engineered a government that would 
rectify the “inherent weaknesses of liberal democracy, which they believed encouraged 
corruption, radicalism, and demagoguery.”159 The militant regime implemented strict policies of 
political repression and economic cutbacks to establish “political control and achieve economic 
stabilization.”160 In 1975, the government continued to consolidate power through intensified 
securitization and policing efforts. These deeply repressive and violent policies notably included 
thousands of instances in which individuals posing a threat to the regime were “disappeared.” 
Additionally, the regime adopted “shock treatment” economic policies, which involved the 
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drastic application of neoliberal monetary and fiscal policy in conjunction with “politically 
motivated cuts in particular government agencies and public enterprises.”161  
In 1980, the militant authoritarian dictatorship drafted a constitution that is still in use 
today, though amendments have since been added. In 1988, Pinochet lost a referendum on 
whether he should stay in power.162 General Pinochet stepped down as Chile’s head of state in 
1990 but remined in power as commander-in-chief of the country’s armed forces. Patricio 
Aylwin succeeded Pinochet as president and set the country on a path towards the 
reestablishment of democracy.163 After four years of dramatic social, economic, and political 
reforms, Eduardo Frei Ruiz Tagle succeeded Alywin as the President of Chile and contributed to 
the country’s recent trend of “widening democracy.”164 
 
Figure 4.1: Rating of Liberal Democracy in Chile from 1900-2015.165 
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Why is a historical overview of Chile’s major social and political transformations 
important to the relationship between democracy and positive outcomes for women? Put simply, 
this analysis illustrates a history of constitutionalism complicated by the more recent memory of 
Pinochet’s traumatic dictatorship. This thesis seeks to answer how this history and present 
relationship with democracy can be mobilized to explain the status gender equality in Chile. Is 
the fact that Chile is presently a consolidated democracy the most important factor for the 
advancement of women’s rights and freedoms? On the other hand, is the country’s legacy of 
militarism, social repression, and masculinity also relevant with respect to women’s issues? The 
sections that follow attempt to characterize the extent to which men and women are equal in 
Chilean society. The aim of this study is not to show that the political, economic, and social 
indicators are contrary to mainstream political science theory in all cases. Instead, this chapter 
supports the argument that even where democracy is present, men and women are unequal. As 
such, it is reasonable to conclude that the presence of democracy is not a sufficient condition for 
creating gender quality.  
 
IV. C. Political Indicator of Women’s Equality in Chile 
This section examines female political participation in order to gauge women’s 
involvement in the political process, which helps to reveal the level of gender equality in Chile . 
In order to arrive at a holistic description of women’s political lives, this section relies on 
existing datasets, which may be limited in scope and availability. Data limitations 
notwithstanding, this analysis reveals that women participate unequally in politics because 
Chilean gender norms portray women as political outsiders.”166 
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The first analysis of formal political participation describes the voting behavior and 
turnout of women. Recall that there are a number of factors which may affect voter turnout, 
including economic development, adherence to social norms, socioeconomic status, racial and 
ethnic demographics, and perceptions of governmental legitimacy.167 Disaggregating voter 
participation by gender enables a study of whether one group is more likely to participate in 
politics than another. These analyses are important because they help to reveal the factors 
contributing to gender inequity in political participation. 
The government of Chile does not report voter turnout disaggregated by gender, which 
complicates this study. Still, there are a number of viable sources of information, which illustrate 
the extent to which women are engaged in formal political processes. According to the Sixth 
wave of the World Values Survey (2010-2014), males in Chile were between 1-2% more likely 
to answer ‘always’ to the question: “Do you vote in national elections?” This difference is 
marginal but does constitute an inequality between men and women’s voting behavior.  
The disparity between men and women’s likeliness to vote poses a serious problem for 
mainstream democracy theorists’ explanation of political equality under democratic regimes. 
That is, these theories would argue that democratic regimes uniquely allow for all citizens to 
participate in politics equally, making them the only fully legitimate type of government.168 
Because there is a gender difference in the rate at which men and women participate in politics, it 
is likely that there is an intervening condition that prevents or complicates women’s inclusion in 
political processes. In order to complete this description of the gap between men and women in 
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formal processes of political decision-making, the sub-section that follows will detail the degree 
to which women occupy positions of power in the national legislature. 
Women in the national legislature 
In order to determine women’s ability to exercise power in politics, it is necessary to 
analyze the extent to which women occupy positions of political power. Despite the supposed 
strengthening of Chile’s democracy, there is a significant disparity in gender representation in 
the country’s national legislature. In 1997, 7.5% of the legislature was composed of female 
representatives. This disparity has decreased over time, yet, according to the World Bank, only 
15.8% of national legislative representatives in 2017 were female. To contextualize the extent to 
which politics in Chile are inequitable, the world average of women in the national legislature is 
23.7%.  
In an effort to address the significant disparity between male and female representation in 
politics, women have pushed for electoral gender quotas since the late 1990s. Despite this 
activism and the spread of such policies across the region, Chile has not adopted legislated 
gender quotas.169 While some political parties have instituted voluntary electoral quotas, these 
policies have failed to eliminate Chile’s significant gender disparity in the national legislature for 
a few reasons.170 First, the implementation of these policies has been unequal. Second, the 
adoption of voluntary gender quotas has been largely limited to “internal elections of the party 
leadership rather than for general election slates.”171 Finally, a survey of electoral habits reveals 
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that both men and women are more likely to vote for male candidates.172 The negative gender 
bias in electoral politics is a result of Chile’s traditional, patriarchal social norms.173  
Before analyzing the landscape of women’s economic participation, is necessary to 
reassert the importance of the demonstrable gap between male and female political participation. 
Equal access in the political decision-making of one’s government is increasingly recognized by 
political science scholars and the United Nations as a necessary condition for democratic 
governance.174 It is possible that this constitutes an important contribution to the definitional 
debate surrounding operational democracies; however, this thesis does not propose a new 
definition for democracy. Rather, this thesis argues that it is necessary to gender our 
understanding of democratic governance and adjust democratic theories accordingly. 
 
IV. D. Economic Indicators of Women’s Equality in Chile 
Because power, politics, and gender dynamics affect economic outcomes, this section 
analyzes the economic effects that democratization produces for women. To arrive at a 
description of women’s experience in the economy, this analysis includes a description of the 
difference between median male and female earnings. Moreover, this section details female 
participation in the labor force relative to male participation. Finally, this section examines 
whether men and women are able to secure the same types of jobs. The data below reveals that 
women in Chile are at a disadvantage in the economy despite democratization. 
Wage Gap 
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An analysis of democracy’s effect on women’s economic participation begs a discussion 
of the gender wage gap in Chile. The gender wage gap, or the difference between median 
earnings of men and women relative to median earnings of men, shows variable degrees of 
inequity for women in Chile. Alarmingly, the gender wage gap in Chile is trending towards 
inequality.175 According to the OECD, the discrepancy between male and female median 
earnings in Chile was 14% in 1998. From 1998 to 2017, the trend in gender wage inequality 
briefly decreased before rising once again. Today in Chile, the median male salary is 21% higher 
than female’s salaries. 
The disparity between male and female median earnings constitutes a significant 
disadvantage for women in Chile’s economy. The deeply gendered nature of the economy 
contrasts the assumptions of conventional political science literature because these literatures 
would suggest that democratic governance ought to decrease gender inequality over time. To 
more fully understand the landscape of gender difference, the analysis that follows analyses 
female labor force participation and the quality of women’s economic participation.  
Characterizing Women’s Inclusion in the Labor Force 
As previously discussed, theorists expect that democratization results in an increased 
female labor force participation rate (FLPR).176 Though the gap between male and female 
participation in the labor force has slowly decreased over time, the FLPR in Chile continues to 
show significant gender disparity. The World Bank and International Labor Organization’s 
model of the Chilean “labor force participation rate, female (% of female population ages 15-
64)” reveals an increase in FLPR from 35.1% in 1990 to 57.5% in 2017. Comparatively, male 
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participation in the labor force has remained largely unchanged since 1990. That is, 80% of 
males participated in the labor force in 1990 compared to 79% of males in 2017. One possible 
explanation for this disparity between male and female labor force participation, at least in the 
short run, is patriarchal cultural attitudes.177 
In addition to women’s significantly lower rate of employment relative to men, the types 
of jobs which women secure in Chile are “feminized” and are typically of a lower quality than 
men’s jobs. The OECD estimates that women in Chile are twice as likely to be employed in low-
paying jobs.178 Further, women in Chile are less likely than men to pursue STEM careers 
regardless of educational attainment. Finally, according to the World Bank, women led only 
4.5% of firms in 2010 compared to a global average of 18.6% and a regional average of 21.6%. 
The way that jobs are gendered in favor of men Chile reveals that in addition to being employed 
to a lesser extent than men, women obtain worse, lower-paying jobs.179 
How should we interpret this disparity in wages and labor force participation? Moreover, 
what does this difference mean for the way that scholars should treat democracy and gendered 
economic outcomes? Because theories of democratic governance argue that these regimes 
promote equality, it is necessary to test that assumption in the context of Chile’s economy. The 
disparity between male and female labor force participation and the median earnings casts doubt 
on the conventional political science view by demonstrating a marked difference between the 
extent to which citizens can expect equal economic opportunities. It is important to note that 
because Chile is a relatively new democracy, it is possible that wages and FLPR will become 
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more equitable to men over time. Still, economic disparities between male and female is a global 
phenomenon, even in the world’s most established democracies. The Chile case seems to 
confirm that democratization without shifts in social conceptions of gender difference or other 
intervening factors does not necessarily result in equitable economic outcomes.  
 
IV. E. Social Indicator of Women’s Equality in Chile 
 After analyzing Chile’s relatively low performance with respect to political participation 
and economic agency, it is necessary to trace the social conditions that affect women in this 
context. The conditions evaluated in this section may reveal explanations for the unequal 
treatment  demonstrated by the economic and political indicators. Conventional democracy 
theory does not explicitly state the extent to which democratic regimes should embody 
hegemonic patriarchal norms; however, studies show that highly patriarchal democracies create 
stratification and inequality in societies despite their regime characteristics.180 Thus, the extent to 
which a society or state exhibits patriarchal norms is deeply related to the positive outcomes of 
democratization expected by the literature on democracy and democratization. This section 
evaluates the social norms, beliefs, and behaviors of Chile to determine the extent to which the 
society can be characterized as embodying hegemonic masculine and patriarchal norms.  
  As previously discussed, the literature indicates that Chile is a highly patriarchal 
society.181 According to a survey conducted by the United Nations Development Program in 
2010, 62% of Chileans were opposed to achieving full gender equality. The Global Gender Gap 
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Report reveals that Chile was ranked 70th globally with respect to gender equality. This ranking 
is consistent with the notion that deeply patriarchal norms exist within Chile’s society. 
Interestingly, there have been a variety of social policies that have been introduced with the aim 
to empower women, which may be a product of democratic governance However, these policies 
have been largely ineffective at lessening negative attitudes towards women or reducing 
gendered inequality.182  
Though democracy ended the official patriarchal ideology of Pinochet’s regime, the 
family structure and gender roles still embody male-centric values. 183 The family structure in 
Chile has been described as predominately authoritarian with a “preference for the paternal 
figure, which confers upon him the power to make decisions and outline possible or prohibited 
fields in function of prevailing images of gender.”184 Men are typically considered the provider 
whereas women are largely linked with domestic and familial duties. 
While these data confirm that Chile’s society embodies patriarchal norms, it is important 
to note that no masculinity looks the same across geographical and sociocultural contexts. In 
fact, there are some indications that Chilean society is also liberal, especially with respect to 
public opinion regarding divorce and single-parent households.185 Though democracy may have 
contributed to the liberalization of certain aspects of Chile, it is impossible to view these beliefs 
in isolation. That is, it is evident that there are harmful social attitudes towards women that 
contributed to the construction of binding gender roles and notions of female difference.  
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IV. F. Conclusion 
The political, economic, and social evaluation of women’s issues in Chile reveals high 
degrees of inequity that appears to be increasing over time. Chile’s historic performance on the 
Global Gender Gap Index confirms this trend, dropping in international rankings from 65 in 
2008 to 87 in 2012.186 Though women are constitutionally afforded the same political rights as 
men, women do not participate in formal political structures to the same extent as men. Attempts 
to legislate progressive social policies certainly demonstrate a step in the right direction, but the 
failure of these policies to translate into meaningful change seems to indicate a deeply significant 
social obstacle. 
The case of Chile complicates the primary argument of this thesis. It seems to be clear 
that the existence of democracy as a system of governance does not inherently promote equality, 
human rights, or social equity. The democracy theories that argue or presuppose this trait of 
democratic regimes are limited because they ignore dominant sociocultural beliefs and attitudes 
towards gender, which affects the extent to which women can participate equally in society. Still, 
Chile has made a number of strides with respect to civil and political rights. Theories of 
democracy without engaging with critical feminist literature are unable to explain the persistence 
of inequality and hegemonic masculinity in Chile; however, the deeply interrelated nature of 
social norms and societal institutions and rules offers a clearer explanation for interpreting 
women’ 
  
                                               




V. Democracies and Democratization in Practice: Cuba 
 
V. A. Overview 
The political, economic, and social dynamics of post-revolution Cuba continues to hold a 
firm grip on the imagination of scholars and policy analysts. Indeed, the Cuban Revolution, a 
militant revolt against authoritarian rule, sparked a series of reforms that dramatically altered 
civil and political life.187 The popular revolution led to the nationalization of the Cuban economy 
during the Cold War era, which transformed foreign relations with regional and international 
actors.188 It is clear that the revolution did not deliver democratic institutions. Since the 
Revolution, the Cuban state has been deeply repressive with respect to civil and political rights, 
especially freedom of expression, freedom of the press, freedom of organization, and freedom to 
oppose one’s government. In spite of the regime’s notable and deeply troubling failings, the 
reforms did improve certain aspects of Cuban life, particularly for women.189 It is this fascinating 
interaction between a undemocratic, infamously oppressive regime and liberal social outcomes 
that threatens the soundness of conventional political science democracy theories. This chapter 
evaluates the conventional wisdom on undemocratic regimes and human rights in the context of 
women’s issues in Cuba.  
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Mainstream political science theories reason that democratic regimes are the forms of 
governance that best protect human rights and ensure gendered and societal equality.190 Because 
Cuba is a country that is persistently undemocratic according popular indices, conventional 
regime theories would suggest a dismal picture of women’s rights in Cuba. In actuality, an 
analysis of women’s political, economic, and social rights reveals that there is a high degree of 
gender parity in Cuba relative to other countries in the region and across the world. If we are to 
accept the validity of these data, it logically follows that the relationship between regime type 
and women rights is at least more complex than popular political science literature assumes. It is 
also possible that these data are an indication that regime type is an insufficient explanatory 
variable if one is attempting to understand the relationship between sex and society. The Cuban 
case constitutes a meaningful challenge and complication to the conventional wisdom on 
democracies, autocracies, and human rights protection.  
In a similar approach to the previous chapters, the chapter begins with a history of the 
Cuban state beginning with its colonial origins. The history section examines trends in politics, 
society, and culture to add context to modern phenomena and realities. The following section 
situates the dominant political science theories, which argue that authoritarian regimes are less 
capable than democracies to produce positive human rights outcomes, in the context of women’s 
rights in Cuba. Finally, I synthesize the economic, political, and social indicators to show that the 
conventional wisdom on democracies and regime type is an incomplete framework for 
interpreting regime type and women’s rights.  
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V. B. Historical Context 
 To understand the extent to which women are free in contemporary Cuban society, it is 
essential to trace the historical conditions which have produced the modern state and citizenry. 
This section provides this history by describing the most influential political and social trends as 
well as developments in the culture and institutions of Cuba. This historical context serves two 
important purposes. First, the historical context makes this study in Cuba accessible to those who 
are not content experts in this field of study but are interested in political science and gender 
issues. Second, and more importantly, this section helps to uncover distinct sociocultural 
undercurrents, which can be used to help explain the status of women’s issues in modern Cuba. 
This context begins with the arrival of Spanish conquistadors and ends with an analysis of the 
modern Cuban state.  
Christopher Columbus claimed the island of Cuba for the Spanish empire in 1492. At the 
time that Spain claimed Cuba, the island was inhabited by at least three distinct cultural groups, 
the Guanahatabeyes, the Ciboneyes, and the Taínos. A marked trend among many native groups 
prior to colonial settlement, the Taíno people in particular rarely designated social or economic 
roles along gender lines.191 In 1511, Spanish conquistador Diego de Velasquez established the 
first permanent settlement at Baracoa and made plans to conquer the rest of the island.192 The 
brutality and violence of colonialism is well documented in the literature; most natives were 
“annihilated, absorbed, or died out as a result of the shock of conquest.”193  
From 1513-1542, the indigenous peoples who survived conquest were apportioned into 
encomiendas to Spanish elites. The encomienda system was a tool used by the Spanish crown to 
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consolidate power over Cuba’s native populations. The encomenderos, holders of encomiendas, 
“overlooked the provisions about Christianization, abused the Indians, and extracted from them 
an unreasonable amount of labor."194 In the early years of colonization in Cuba, Spaniards 
exploited the mineral riches of Cuba, especially gold. The population of natives continued to 
dwindle as a result of the introduction of new diseases and Spanish brutality.195 In 1526, the 
leaders of the colony turned to importing slaves from other Caribbean islands and Africa to Cuba 
as a way to boost the dwindling labor supply.196  
The Spanish failed to establish a firm economic foothold in Cuba for many years. 
Therefore, the importation of slaves during the early colonial period was ongoing but uneven due 
to the high expense.197 Despite high costs, slaves constituted half of the total population by 
1606.198 During the seventeenth and part of the eighteenth century, the majority of Cuba was 
occupied by large ranches, or haciendas, primarily dedicated to cattle ranching or tobacco 
farming.199 In the latter half of the eighteenth century, the sugar industry exploded, which 
established a renewed demand for imported slave labor from West Africa. By 1825, demand for 
labor on sugar plantation increased the population of forced laborers such that slaves soon 
outnumbered colonialists.200  
Slavery and ethnic differentiation coupled with the success of the tobacco, cattle, and 
sugar industries contributed to high degree of inequality and fragmentation in Cuban society 
during the colonial period. The success of these industries helped to shape society into distinct 
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social classes between which there was very little social mobility.201 Ethnicity was a decisive 
factor in socioeconomic division. The socioeconomic elite group of wealthy, land-holding 
industrialists was not ethnically homogenous, so “colonial policy produced significant divisions 
within this group.”202 The Spanish-born peninsulares "directly benefitted from the colonial 
condition of Cuba" and consequently "suffered many fewer restrictions than the creole 
bourgeoisie vis-à-vis the colonial administration.”203According to scholars, inequitable 
socioeconomic conditions, deeply strained race relations, and conflicts with Spain over property 
ownership and taxation played a decisive role in the Cuban quest for independence.204 
The first of the three wars for liberation that Cuba fought was the Ten Years War from 
1868 to 1878. This conflict was centered specifically around the colony’s desire for 
independence, with a special focus on labor relations and involvement in governance. The Ten 
Years War concluded in the Pact of Zajón, in which Spain promised to enact significant political 
and administrative reforms and made guarantees of greater autonomy in exchange for a 
ceasefire.205 Though the peace treaty nominally required Spain to "extend the 1876 Constitution 
to Cuba, as well as to democratize and reform the administration on the island,” the result was 
insufficient in the eyes of many Cubans.206 Thus, the pact also created even more divides in the 
already fragmented Cuban society. Unsatisfied separatists “refused to renounce armed struggle 
as the means of securing Cuba's independence from Spain,” which made another war for 
liberation was inevitable.207 
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A short-lived conflict, which became known as “La Guerra Chiquita,” broke out in 1879 
and lasted until 1880. Once more, separatists lost the struggle and were promised reforms that 
were largely unmet. Fifteen years passed before the Cuban War of Independence erupted in 
1895. Convinced that Spanish forces were involved in the 1898 explosion of the USS Maine near 
Havana, the United States declared war on Spain.208 The Cuban War of Independence and the 
Spanish-American War were brought to an end within the year. As a result, Spain signed ceded 
control of Cuba to the United States.209 United States military occupation of Cuba lasted from 
1899 to 1902 when, "under the terms of the Platt amendment, Cuba was forced to acquiesce to 
limitations on national sovereignty, agreed to U.S. intervention, and was obliged to cede national 
territory to the United States for a naval station."210  
The decades of violence and revolution had a profound effect on the politics, economy, 
and society of Cuba. Unemployment skyrocketed following the war with the decline of the sugar 
industry. Even though unemployment improved in the first months of U.S. occupation, labor 
conditions failed to progress.211 Likewise, living conditions and wages were terrible, particularly 
in rural areas. Spain’s withdrawal from the island left Cuba with weak institutions that were ill-
equipped to deal with these economic and social calamities. Moreover, politics remained highly 
polarized and society deeply fragmented along racial and ethnic lines.212  
Between 1898 and 1928, the United States repeatedly exercised the provisions of the Platt 
amendment, which “[institutionalized] U.S. hegemony in Cuba.”213 During this period, Cuba was 
subjected to the rapid expansion of North American economic and political intervention. This era 
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in Cuban history was marked by the “establishment of U.S. financial capital in the sugar 
industry, which was dependent on foreign owners.”214 At the same time, protests against 
discrimination, inequality, and foreign intervention underscored life and society in Chile.215 
Despite mass mobilization in an effort to craft a more equitable society, the structure and norms 
of Cuban society was highly driven by the patriarchal culture of machismo. In response to 
discontent with governance, the Socialist Party formed in 1925, which formed the basis for the 
Communist Party.  
The years between 1929 and 1958 constituted a period of “economic contraction and 
structural readjustment to a diminishing role of North American capital, even as U.S. cultural 
forms and normative systems continued to play a dominant role within the national system.”216 
During this period, a convergence of societal stressors in the form of “mass mobilization, 
revolution, economic crisis and the threat of foreign intervention from the United States” forced 
the political elite to reckon with renewed revolutionary demands from the working class.217 In a 
span of two months in 1933, Cuba experienced two revolts which disrupted an already 
dysfunctional political and social climate. The second of the 1933 uprisings was U.S. backed 
revolt orchestrated by General Fulgencio Batista. Batista’s forces succeeded in toppling the 
existing dictatorship and instituting a new political order.  
Batista ruled with the support of the police and military through a series of puppet leaders 
from 1933 to 1940 when he was elected to the presidency. Under the leadership of Batista, the 
regime promoted a political culture characterized by its authoritarian, reformist, nationalist, and 
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populist principles.218 In 1940, the government issued a new constitution, which “proclaimed 
political democracy, the rights of urban and rural labor, limitations on the size of sugar 
plantations and the need for systematic state intervention in the economy, while preserving the 
supreme role of private property.”219 Per the new constitution, Batista was ineligible to hold the 
office of president once more; the dictator allowed for the transition of power to Carlos Prío 
Socarrás. 
Batista was unsuccessful in his bid for the presidency in 1952. Following this failure, 
Batista staged another coup and brought Cuba’s “twelve-year experiment in constitutional 
democratic government” to an end.220 Batista struggled to legitimize his rule following the illegal 
means by which he consolidated power. As revolutionary sentiments against the oppressive 
dictatorship increased, Batista severely limited civil liberties utilizing such coercive tactics as 
“increasing censorship, police brutality, reprisals and terror.”221 After a number of attempts, a 
group of guerillas led by Fidel Castro successfully overthrew the Batista dictatorship in 1959. 
 The Cuban Revolution of 1959, often referred to as the 26th of July Movement, intended 
to create a new social order based on the principle of equality in all spheres of Cuban society. 
Following the consolidation of the new socialist state, the government initiated a series of 
economic and social reforms, which redistributed wealth on a massive scale. As a result, “Cuba 
became one of the most egalitarian societies in the world.”222  
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The role of women in creating this new state cannot be overlooked.223 Women played a 
distinctive and crucial role in the mobilization of civil society during the first half of the 
twentieth century.224 Indeed, women were essential to the revolutionary effort to depose the 
dictatorial regime of General Fulgencio Batista.225 The triumph of the Cuban Revolution was 
intended to establish equality between men and women through socialism. Castro created the 
Federación de Mujeres Cubanas (FMC) in 1960 to address sexual discrimination and “mobilize 
and monitor an important sector of society.”226 In reality, the revolution and the FMC has both 
“benefited and hampered” the advancement of women’s issues.227  
On the one hand, there are many instances of the use of state power that improved 
women’s conditions, security, and opportunities. Since its establishment, the FMC has pushed 
for legislation to increase the presence of women in positions of national power and influence. 
The FMC was responsible for creating a nationwide network of daycares, dressmaking 
academies, and other programs, which allowed housewives to “escape patriarchal control.”228 
Likewise, the FMC worked to eliminate problematic pre-revolutionary institutions and practices, 
including domestic service and prostitution. Unfortunately, these structures were eliminated 
without “questioning the patriarchal structures and habits that engendered such practices.”229 
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Despite efforts to advocate for gender equality, the Revolution was ultimately a movement 
“whose interests were defined by a male elite” influenced by the culture of machismo.230 So, 
even though the revolution was committed to equality between men and women in principle, the 
application of these ideals were uneven.  
From 1959 to 1989, there were several developments of importance to this study. During 
this period, the Communist Party of Cuba continued to consolidate power and enforce ideals of 
the Revolution. Still, economic calamity continued to plague the island such that in 1972, “Cuba 
had little choice but to adopt Soviet models in return for guaranteed aid and advantageous 
trade.”231 The Cuban Constitution of 1976 divided political leadership into two chief structures: 
the Communist Party of Cuba and the Organs of People’s Power (Organos de Poder Popular, or 
OPP).232 Internationally, Cuba faced antagonism from capitalist states. The Cuban Missile Crisis 
of 1962 is perhaps the most infamous example of this hostility. 
In coordination with the demise of the Soviet Union, Cuba entered an era of prolonged 
economic recession beginning in 1989 known as the Special Period. The recession peaked in the 
early to mid 1990s and was accompanied by widespread famine. In response to this economic 
crisis, the constitution was amended in 1992 to remove provisions against foreign direct 
investment and allowed corporations to establish joint ventures with the Cuban government on 
the island. This transition away from revolutionary ideals towards a less centralized state 
structure is significant, though Cuba remains a socialist state. 
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Figure 5.1: Rating of Liberal Democracy in Cuba from 1900-2015.233  
This thesis seeks to answer how the history of Cuba coupled with its presently 
undemocratic regime explains the quality of women’s political, economic, and social lives and 
freedoms. Can Cuba promote gender equality and progressive feminist policies even if the state 
is undemocratic? Or, is it more important for women’s rights that the state of Cuba expresses at 
least a nominal commitment to ensuring gender equality? In the sections that follow, this thesis 
tests the extent to which women are guaranteed and exercise political, economic, and social 
liberties.  
Because mainstream political science theories argue that undemocratic states like Cuba 
produce illiberal outcomes, studies incorporating those frameworks would expect to identify a 
society in which women are disadvantaged and society is highly stratified. This chapter identifies 
discrepancies between the Cuban case and conventional theories of regime and women’s rights. 
That is, Cuba is an undemocratic regime that performs better than many democracies according 
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to the gender equality metrics and indices examined throughout this thesis. This inconsistency 
supports the argument that there are deeply important intervening factors that affect the quality 
of women’s lives. Namely, these intervening factors are the existence of patriarchal social norms 
and cultural attitudes towards women.  
 
V. C. Political Indicator of Women’s Equality 
In the context of economic and social rights, Cuba performs at the top of gender equity 
indices. Though it is clear that Cubans have faced significant hardship following the collapse of 
the Soviet Union, the Cuban state has continued to ensure that women and men are equally 
represented in the national legislature. Though there is a qualification to strength of this 
measurement in the context of gender equality, the analysis below details a state that has shown 
the state’s nominal commitment to women’s rights, which has moved the society towards gender 
equality.  
 The conventional political science literature evaluated through this thesis suggests that 
democracy is the only regime type can facilitate equitable political participation between the 
sexes. This section challenges that assumption by focusing on two distinct metrics. The first 
metric asks whether women vote are as likely to vote in formal elections as men.  Assuming that 
there is no legislated difference in the voting rights of men and women, a disparity in this metric 
indicates the existence of an intervening sociocultural barrier to women’s participation. The 
second metric asks whether women are included as decision makers in the public space. The 
evidence from the literature and international organizations may reveal an equitable gender 






 Although voting in Cuba is not compulsory, turnout in municipal, national, and 
provincial elections has hovered around 90% of eligible voters since the 1970s. Citizens aged 16 
and older vote directly from a slate of candidates preselected by the Communist Party of Cuba 
and similar organizations.234 The government of Cuba does not release official statistics on the 
voting behavior disaggregated by gender. However, there is a discernable bias among both male 
and female voters to cast their ballot for men instead of women in elections with more than one 
candidate eligible for election. This preference stems from the belief that electing women to 
office is an undue burden considering their role as the primary care giver for children and other 
domestic responsibilities. Additional reservations about electing female candidates to office is 
rooted in Cuba’s machista culture.235 That is, voters desire a strong leader, which is far more 
likely to be assigned to men rather than women.  
 Despite the cultural barriers associated with men and women voting for female 
candidates, the Communist Party of Cuba has control over the slate of candidates. Further, even 
though voters in Cuba cast their ballot directly for their chosen candidate, the Party controls the 
vote in the case of the National Assembly because there is only one candidate for every seat in 
parliament. Thus, the governing structures can ensure that “gender—or any other 
characteristic—of a particular candidate was not a factor in the voter’s choice.”236 As a result, the 
government ensures that an equitable percentage of women enter the national legislature despite 
cultural biases. The following section examines the proportion of women that are elected to serve 
in the national legislature more closely.  
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Women in the national legislature 
 In order to evaluate the extent to which women are included in state policy formation and 
political decision making, this subsection evaluates the extent to which the national parliament is 
composed of female representatives. Whereas the proportion of seats held by women in national 
parliaments in the Latin American region is 29.28%, 48.9% of the national legislature in Cuba is 
composed of women. Cuba is at the top of regional and global rankings for this metric. In a 
comparative perspective, the World Bank and Inter-Parliamentary Union reported in 2017 that 
Cuba has the third largest proportion of women in the national legislature in the world.  
 While Cuba has one of the world's highest percentages of women in its national 
parliament, it is probable that this number “obscures the gendered relationship between Cuba's 
national and municipal levels of government, along with the role of the Communist Party of 
Cuba in setting policy.”237 That is, women are better represented in the national parliament rather 
than in municipal levels of government where there is more direct engagement from the voting 
population. Moreover, women are noticeably underrepresented in the Communist Party of Cuba. 
That is, less than one third of Party members are women.  
 So, what can explain the dramatic disparity between women’s involvement at the national 
level and the municipal and party level? Moreover, how can one reconcile the impressive 
performance of women in the national legislature against the clear societal preference for male 
candidates? It is the position of this thesis that the revolutionary ideas of 1959 is the driving 
mechanism behind gender equality mandates. At the same time, the legacy of violence, 
masculine hegemony, and patriarchal cultural norms have complicated the realization of equality 
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between men and women. The result of this movement both towards and away from gender 
equality is a societal contradiction, which may explain the counterintuitive performance of the 
Cuban state. The section that follows will analyze the extent to which the Cuban state’s nominal 
commitment to women’s issues has pushed society towards gender equality in the economy.  
 
V. D. Economic Indicator of Women’s Equality 
 The definition of liberal democracy does not necessitate that democratic states abide by 
the principles of neoliberal economics; however, there is a strong historical association between 
democratic regimes and capitalist economies.238 Cuba is neither a democracy nor a capitalist 
state. Despite the popular supposition that the highest degree of equality can only be produced 
under democratic governance, this section shows that the Cuban regime has established a labor 
market that is at least nominally more equitable than the economies of many established 
democracies. Note that it is not the position of this thesis that Cubans fare well economically. In 
fact, reports of Cubans’ well-being pertaining to poverty, mental health, and security are deeply 
problematic. The analysis in this section relates specifically to gender equality in the Cuban 
economy. Therefore, the analysis that follows addresses the extent to which women are able to 
participate equitably in the Cuban economy and labor force by examining disparities between 
male and female wages, female labor force participation rate relative to males participation, and 
the types of jobs that women occupy compared to men. 
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 In accordance with the ideals of the Cuban Revolution, wages in socialist Cuba were 
organized by the government with a formal upper limit above which employees were unable to 
earn.239 A trend has emerged in Cuba that has moved the country towards a market system and 
away from certain tenets of socialism.240 More specifically, Cuba announced in 2008 that it 
would be restructuring the way in which workers are compensated. Under this new system, 
laborers are paid according to their productivity and upper limits to wages no longer exist. The 
state of Cuba still distributes wages, though salaries are now bracketed according to the type of 
job that a worker holds.  
 This description of the Cuban economic system indicates prompts two important 
discussions regarding the level of equality in the Cuban economy. First, gender is not a factor in 
the governmental calculation of wage earnings. Therefore, women in the same occupational roles 
as men are paid the same wage. Despite the state controls over women’s earnings in the Cuban 
economy, there is still a question as to the equality of access in the labor market. In order to 
analyze this factor more closely, the next section will address the degree to which women are 
included in the labor force and the quality of jobs that women typically occupy. 
Characterizing Women’s Inclusion in the Labor Force 
Nondemocracies like Cuba should have a more exclusionary labor market than 
democratic societies according to the theory that democracies are best positioned to benefit 
marginalized groups.241 In reality, the female labor force participation rate (FLPR) is higher in 
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Cuba than in many democracies, including Chile. The World Bank and International Labor 
Organization’s model of “labor force participation rate, female (% of female population ages 15-
64)” reveals an increase in FLPR from 40.8% in 1991 to 50.4% in 2017. Similarly, male 
participation in the labor force is trending upward since 1991. 70.3% of males participated in the 
labor force in 1991 compared to 78.6% of males in 2017.  
Despite this progress, occupational roles in Cuba appear to be gendered. In a similar pace 
to comparative regional and international trends, “women make up the majority of students in 
social studies, medicine, and pedagogy but are a minority in the natural sciences, math, and 
technical studies.”242 Women in Cuba are more likely to occupy jobs in the governmental sector 
than men, which is problematic because jobs in the state sector pay less than jobs in the private 
sector. Women are highly represented in the educational sector as well, often occupying top 
administrative positions in higher education.243  
It is evident that there are persistent problems with the Cuban economy. The state 
continues to suffer the consequences of the economic crisis of the 1990s. Moreover, the state has 
inched towards the privatization of industry and begun to turn away from the Marxist principles 
upon which it was founded, which may or may not positively affect women’s rights in Cuba. 
Despite these widespread problems, the metrics evaluated in this thesis illustrates a society that 
has made significant progress towards gender equality. The disparity between female and male 
participation in the labor force seems to confirm the hypothesis of this chapter. That is, the 
nominal commitment to gender equality translates to meaningful shifts in policy, social attitudes, 
                                               






and gender relations. Still, it is important that scholars continue to research and ideate other 
means by which economic progress can be evaluated in the Cuban context.   
  In all, the economic metric indicates that women in Cuba are reasonably advantaged 
relative to women in an international or regional context. The section that follows tests the extent 
to which patriarchal social norms underscore the routines, daily lives, and relationship of women 
in Cuba. It is clear from the literature that Cuban society, like many other Latin American 
countries, has internalized and replicated machista culture. Therefore, the next section seeks to 
add more context to the way that patriarchal cultural and social norms have presented in Cuban 
society.  
 
V. E. Social Indicator of Women’s Equality 
As is the case with the other metrics evaluated in this chapter, an evaluation of equality in 
the social sphere of women’s lives in Cuba yields mixed results. While the government has 
enacted a number of reforms that have promoted gender equality, Cuba’s machista social norms 
govern much of women’s familial and social lives. This section addresses these social factors 
more closely by analyzing positive social initiatives that have liberated women in contrast to the 
negative societal attitudes towards women. 
In large part due to the Cuban Revolution’s emphasis on free and universal education, 
women in Cuba enjoy a high degree of educational attainment. Women in Cuba are often better 
educated than men. In fact, 80% of college students and 68% of college graduates in Cuba are 
women.244 The Cuban Family Code, which created equality among spouses for housework and 
“increased economic contribution to the household,” has afforded women more authority in the 
                                               




home.245 Despite this progress, there has been a reemergence of traditional gender roles in Cuba. 
Indeed, many Cubans continue to be influenced by the patriarchal machista attitudes.246 Though 
the state does not reveal official statistics on the rate of violence against women and girls, 
international and domestic human rights organizations report that domestic violence is a 
persistent problem in Cuba.247  
 
V. F. Conclusion  
Throughout this chapter, I have examined the validity of mainstream theorizations of 
democratic regimes through the lens of women’s rights in Cuba. The empirical findings of this 
study are echoed in the 2017, the World Economic Forum data set entitled the Global Gender 
Gap Report. This study ranked Cuba 25 out of 144 countries, meaning that Cuba was identified 
as more equal than Chile, Costa Rica, and the United States. This analysis of the performance of 
the authoritarian Cuban state compared to old and new democracies suggests that existing 
frameworks for explaining human rights in terms of regime type are necessarily limited in scope. 
There are a few important insights to glean from this investigation into the relationship 
between women’s rights and regime type. First, even though Cuba is considered deeply 
authoritarian by popular regime typologies, the state performed as well or better than a number 
of democracies according to the metrics identified in this study. Second, the nominal 
commitment to equality of communist and socialist systems does matter and is capable of 
producing positive outcomes. Third, social norms and conceptions of gender difference are 
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important in any discussion of women’s rights. This analysis of gender, power, and politics in 
Cuba reveals a deeply patriarchal social structure typified by machista cultural norms.248 Though 
the Cuban state has established a number of policies to that have somewhat successfully 
improved women’s issues, women continue to lack equal access to opportunities. The Cuban 
case supports the primary argument of this thesis, for it demonstrates that regime type and 
structure are not the most important drivers of women’s equality. Instead, there are governing 
social and cultural norms and rules which are more significant drivers of political, economic, and 
social equality for women. 
The Cuban case constitutes a discord between the conventional wisdom of democracies 
and the performance of certain autocracies in human rights indices. Critically studying the status 
of women’s rights and freedoms casts doubt on the applicability of mainstream democratic 
theory. Even though there are still significant problems with the Cuban regime and societal 
conditions, the country performed highly according to gender parity indices and the metrics 
identified in this study. One possible explanation for the continued existence gender-based issues 
not captured by measurements of gender equality is the persistence of patriarchal norms in 
Cuban society. Still, this case study shows that the Cuban regime’s stated commitment to gender 
equality is meaningful, and may be a step towards full gender parity. 
In the next chapter, I analyze the Cuban case in a comparative context with Costa Rica 
and Chile in order to determine the extent to which democracy theories are applicable in practice. 
Further, the next chapter identifies potential explanations for the results of this study. Finally, the 
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concluding chapter identifies the limitations of this study and suggests areas in which other 







 In the introductory chapter, I outlined an ambitious goal. Throughout this thesis, I have 
sought to reconcile the theoretical expectations of democracies with their empirically puzzling 
performance in the context of women’s issues. More specifically, I addressed the relationship 
between regime type and gender-based inequality to explain the persistence of gender-based 
inequality across regime types. An analysis of three Latin American states, similar in all ways 
except for regime type, reveals that democracy is indeed insufficient for the creation of gender 
equality.   
Table 6.1 illustrates the annual Global Gender Gap index, which assigns values to 
women’s issues and compares those findings in a global context. These results and rankings are 
in line with the empirical case studies highlighted in this thesis, but the question remains: How 
can we reconcile the theoretical underpinnings of democracy studies with the empirical analysis 
of this study? In short, this thesis suggests that existing conceptual understandings of democratic 
regimes are limited in their capacity to explain the effect that social norms and cultural attitudes 
have on women in society.  






GLOBAL GENDER GAP 
INDEX - VALUE 
GLOBAL GENDER 
GAP INDEX - 
RANKING 
Costa Rica 0.83/1.0 0.736/1.0 34 
Chile 0.79/1.0 0.699/1.0 70 











(% OF LEGISLATURE) 
FLPR 
(% OF FEMALE 
POPUATION) 
Costa Rica Yes 46.0% 51.2% 
Chile No 15.8% 57.2% 
Cuba Yes 48.9% 50.4% 
 
 This thesis has revealed a number of interesting insights. In line with the democracy 
literature discussed in the conceptual chapter, one finding is that democracy does indeed produce 
positive benefits with respect to civil and political rights. The Costa Rican and Chilean cases 
reveal that consolidated democracies can create political equality, especially where there are 
gender quotas. Still, democracy unequally produces benefits for men and women, which implies 
that there is a significant intervening variable that impacts the degree of gender equality in a 
society.  
The second finding of this thesis is that the commitment to pro-women policies matters 
for the establishment of gender equality in society. The analysis in this thesis indicates that the 
creation and maintenance of democratic structures alone does not explain why an authoritarian 
regime like Cuba outperforms Costa Rica in terms of gender equality. The literature reveals that 
access, visibility, and prominence in political spaces is key to bridging the gender gap in 
societies. As such, gender quotas and other policies that create equality, even nominally, are 
important considerations for legislators and policy analysts.    
 Third, social norms are deeply significant to any discussion of women’s issues and 
gender equality. Additional research needs to be conducted to determine whether patriarchy is 




democracy. There are a few explanations in the literature for why the presence of a democratic 
regime is an insufficient criterion to produce equitable gender conditions. Feminist economic and 
IR scholarship suggests that democracy does not inherently cause an improvement in women’s 
issues due to the existence and internalization of patriarchal social norms.249 Another possible 
explanation for Cuba’s higher comparative performance according to gender equality indices lies 
in its economic system. That is, socialist regimes commit, at least nominally, to the eradication 
of gender inequality and utilize state resources to legislate those changes. While policy does not 
necessarily generate corresponding social norms, the Cuban case shows that the existence of 
state policies is capable of producing positive outcomes despite problematic cultural perceptions.  
There are some limitations to the design of this study. First, the metrics in this study aim 
to be comprehensive in scope, which is useful for tackling a broad topic like the one addressed in 
this thesis. However, breadth is often achieved at the expense of depth. Thus, the measurements 
of economic, political, and social equality are potentially too broad to provide the level of 
analysis necessary to completely understand the nature of women’s issues in these countries. The 
availability of data is another significant obstacle to this type of research design. In particular, 
data related to the intimate details of women’s lives is often difficult or impossible to obtain. 
Moreover, states are often reluctant to release these types of reports, which makes analyzing 
women’s issues more difficult. 
This analysis of the interplay between regime type and gender is of critical importance to 
both scholars and policy analysis. There is still a great deal of work to be done on understanding 
the specific social constructs which affect women’s issues in various regime types. Moreover, 
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there is a need to develop an effective measurement of patriarchal social norms and to validate 
the social factors that affect women’s issues. This topic deserves more attention from 
intellectuals, and should be brought to the center of discussions of regime type and human rights 
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